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Although the earth is 3-dimensional (3-D ), numerical simulations of wave 
propagation through laterally heterogeneous media are easier to formul ate and 
more practical to use in 2-D. In this thesis, schemes to model se ismic wave 
p!'Opagalion through laterally varying structures with 2-D numerical algo-
rithms are developed and applied to earthquake and explosion problems. 
In Chapter 1, 2-D source expressions that have the same radiation pat-
terns as their 3-D counterparts are derived which can rectify the following 
three problems: the use of 2-D simulations generall y results in "line source 
tails" on what would be impulsive arrivals in 3-D , I/Jif rather than I/R 
amplitude decay for body \raves, and no decay rather than 1/ Jif amplitude 
decay for surface waves. Because this technique approxim ate ly transforms 
waves from a cartesian 2-D grid to a cylindrically symmetric 3-D world, 
slightly anisotropic geometrical spreading in 2-D better approximates isotropic 
spreading in 3-D than simple isotropic spreading in 2-D does. In Section 1.7, a 
correction to the explosive source expression reduces energy traveling vertically 
out of the source region, but leaves unchanged the energy traveling laterally 
out of the source region . In some cases, this correction will significantly 
improve the results of using a 2-D grid to simu late elastic wave p!'Opagation 
from an explosive point source. 
In Chapter 2, synthetic seismograms are constructed for the strong 
motions of the Hl68 Borrego Ivlountain earthquake recorded at EI Centro. A 
good fit to the data results f!'Om using the laterally varying model determined 
by a detailed refraction survey anel the . source parameters determined by 
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teleseismic waveform modeling. Shallow fau lting is no longer necessary to 
explain the long-period surface-wave development. 
Synthetic seismograms calculated for the 1971 San Fernando earthquake 
show st rong effects due to lateral variation in sediment thickness in the San 
Fernando valley and the Los Angeles basin. Using previously determined 
basin structure and teleseismically determined source paramete rs, two-
dimensional SH and P-SV fini te difference calculations can reproduce the 
amplitude and duration of the strong motion velocities recorded across the 
basins in Los Angeles in the period range from 1 to 10 seconds. The edges of 
basi ns nearest the seismic source show ground motion amplification up to a 
factor of three , and tend to convert direct shear waves into Love and Rayleigh 
waves that trave l within the basins. The computed motions are sensitive to 
the mechanism and locat ion of earthquakes. A strike-slip earthquake on the 
Newport-Inglewood fault zone, for example , would produce different patterns 
of peak velocity and duration of shaking across the San F ernando and Los 
Angeles basins. 
In Chapte r 3, t he effect of shallow station structure and lateral ve locity 
variation are investigated for records of t he Amchitka explosion Milrow. T he 
differences between the l\1euller-Murphy, Heimberger-Hadl ey, and von 
Seggel'll-Bl andford reduced displacement potential (RDP) source representa-
tions are small compared to the differences between using various possible 
velocity s~ructuresK 
Creager and Jordan (198(;) propose that penetration of subducting slabs 
under the Kuri le Is lands and other subduction zones to depths of at least 1000 
km is necessary to explain the t rave l time anomalies of deep earthquakes. 
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Such penetration would also affect the amplitudes and waveforms of the body 
waves from these earthquakes. In Chapter 4, synthetic seismograms appropri-
ate for a record section in a plane perpendicular to the strike of the slab are 
presented using a coupled finite-difference and Kirchhoff method. An inferred 
shear-w ave version of the compressional-wave velocity structure of Creager 
and Jordan (1986) produces an amplitude decrease up to a factor of four and 
waveform broadening up to 20 seconds for SH arrivals with a take-off angle 
pointing straight down t he slab. Slabs that extend only 300 km below the 
earthquake but are half as thick and twice as anomalously fast as Creager and 
Jordan 's (1986) velocity model will roughly preserve the travel tim e variation 
pattern , and show less waveform broadening, but produce first arrivals t hat 
are emergent. Slabs that become thi cker with depth show less waveform 
broadening. Reconcil ia tion of the amplitude, waveform distort ion, and timing 
of body waves from deep events is necessary to understand the geometry of 
slabs near and below the 6.50 km discontinuity. 
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Chapter 1 
Explosive and double couple sources for 2-D FD wave propagation 
1.1 Introduction 
\Vave propagation problems in complicated geological structures have 
generated considerable interest in recent years. Two approaches have gained 
populari ty; one is based on approximations near the wavefront or generaliza-
tions of ray theory, the ot her uses t he full wave equation with a method like 
finite-differences (FD). oa~- thcor~- has been developed by Chapman (1078) 
using the \VI\:BJ method. and COITeny et al. (1082) , and more recently 
Ivladariaga and Papadimitriou (108-1). among others, have been developing the 
Gaussian beam approach. 
In t his thesis , the FD techniques of Clayton and Vidale (108!)) are used. 
Other FD techniques (Witte and Richards, 108B; Virieux, 108B) and finite ele-
ment techniques (Marfurt, 108-1) can do similar problems. Fini te-difference 
(FD) techniques with transparent boundary conditions for elastic models are 
only now becoming economically viable at frequencies of interest. The source 
descriptions to allow approximate explosion and double-couple point-source 
seismogra;ns to be made from 2-D FD g,-ids are developed in this chapter. 
Ideally, one would like to simulate elastic wave propagation in the earth 
with 3-dimensional numerical grids. Such experiments are, in fact , now being 
at tempted (Edwards et al.. 108.5, and Stevens and Day, 108.5). They require. 
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however, very large amounts of computer time and allow energy to propagate 
only a limited number of wavelengths, so that they do not apply to many 
problems of geophysical interest (see. for example, Figure 13.11 of Aki and 
Richards, 1\)80, for the range of application of various methods). Two-
dimensional numerical grids have been used for many years to provide insight 
into 3-dimensional wave propagation problems (see BOOl'e, 19i2, for example). 
In this chapter, source expressions are developed that allow the simulation of 
point slip dislocations and explosions with 2-D numerical grids. Such formula-
tions are most accurate fo r energy that propagates horizontally away from the 
source. This is partly because the asymptotic solution is most accurate for a 
large range, high frequenc~DI and non-vertical take-off angle , but also because a 
2-D grid does not properly simul ate 3-D geometrical spreading. The ray and 
the more full wave approaches should be used together to model data because 
rays are the most accurate at high frequency whi le the FD method computes 
the full solution, but becomes yDer~D expensive at high fl·equencies. 
1.2 Derivation of explosive source expressions 
"Ve begin by finding the displaeement due to an explosive point source in 
a whole-space. At some distance outside the elastic radius from an explosion 
we require the displacement potential to satisfy the behavior of a spherical 
wave, which is 
<Pp = 11R f (I - R ia) (1) 
where f defines a source time function, 1 is time, a is the compressional wave 
velocity, and R = J z 2 + l' 2 is the c1ist,ailce between the source location and 
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the receiver, see Figure 1.1. The Laplace transformed solution in cyli ndrical 
co-ordinates (after Strick, 19.59) is 
"I 9p (r,z,8) = f (8) -=- (8) 
1f 
(2) 
where }J is the ray parameter, oS is the tmnsform variable over t ime, ]( 0 the 
modified Bessel function, 17 = ')1/0:2 - P 2, h is t he source depth, and 8 is a 
small number which on ly seryes to keep the in tegration off the complex axis. 
Using the asymptotic expansion of II: 0 and keeping the first t erm only, we 
ohain 
9p (I' ,Z,8) = sf~ --- 1m TiTS J (3) o 
where we have assumed that f(s) = l/s, 01' that fit) is a step function. This 
first te rm approximation is valid for large 8pr and is not valid directly above 
the source (small p), at very small ranges (small 1'), or at very long periods 
(small 8). This approximation is also used in Section 1.3 for earthquake 
sources; see equation (20). T his integl'al occurs often in GRT and is solved by 
the Cagniard-de Hoop technique, (see de Hoop, 1960, or Heimberger, 1083). 
One defines t = pr + "7 I z - h I and requires t to have real values along a 
contour in the complex p plane. Thus . 
A l 9 (r ,z, t) = .::...-P r IT ( 4) 
where 








Figure 1.1 Conventions for cylindrically symmetric geometry. 
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or more simply 
J(t) = Re(v'])) 
and 
r K~oO I' = -I + I t- - -
R 0 0 l. - CC 
Note that at times near t = R / a 
sin i 




and hence Po becomes the geometric- ray parameter. Substituting equation (.5) 
into equation E~FI and assum ing p = Po' we obtain 
9p = ~ 11 (t - R /a) 
as we should. 
However, from t he work of Gilbert and Knopoff (H)61), we have the solu-
tion for the line source excitation as 
9L (1' ,z,l) = Im [~ dp 
" dt 
(8) 
or more explicitly 
(9) 
where the line source is perpendicular to the ,. and z axes, (see Figure 1.1). 
Thus, we can find the point source solution 9 from the line source solution J 
as shown in equation (4) if J = v']) ¢Lis used. \\le use this trick to study 
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t he effec t of late rally heterogeneous structure wi th the FD method . The dis-
placements derived from t he potential in equation (8) a re used to drive the FD 
grid, as described in Section 1.4. Line source vertical and horizontal seismo-
grams IV (t) and Q (t) extracted from the FD grid are transformed to point 
source vertical and radial seismograms W( t ) and Q( 1 ): 
W (t) v01- [ H (I) * IV (t ) ] (lOa) r IT Jt 
Q(t) - v01-l' IT [H (I) Jt * Q (/ )] (lOb) 
The absence of t he ,;p in equation (8) means the solution is approxim ate. 
The mapping between the line-to-point source method discussed here breaks 
dml"ll near Po = 0 or directly above and below the source, as may be seen in 
Section 1.6. In the case of a late rally varying structure, each arrival in a 
record may have a different ray parameter ]J, but we can only correct for a 
constant Fa. The result is that the import-ance of vertically as opposed to 
horizontally traveling energy is overemphasized in the line source compared to 
t he point source case. A more accurate source expression for explosions is 
introduced in Chapter 1.7. 
1.3 Derivation of double couple source expressions 
\Ve suppose that motiolls produced by earthquakes can be simu lated by 
assuming a dist ribution of shea r dislocations. 
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Harkrider (1976) has obtained convenient forms of displacement potentials 
starting with Haskell's representat ion, ,,·hi ch allows a discontinuity in displace-
ment across a fault plane. The results, after Langston and Helm berger (1975) , 
ill terms of Laplace-transformed displacements along the vertical, tangential, 
and radial directions are: 
. 06 . 
w = oz + sp 0 
• 0 6 1 Q=- - -or Sl' 
iN! _ ax 
az 00 ar 
o~ (") + 1 a X 
or oz r To' 
(11) 
where z, rand 0 are the verti cal, rad ia l. polar angle coordinates, respectively. 
The P wave potential (9), the 51' wan potential (0), and the SH wave pot en-
tial (X) are: 
P-w ave: 
• lifo? i 00 + c 
¢ = -- ..:::.. 1m 
47rp IT J c 
lifo ? ; 00 + C 
+ -- ..:::.. 1m J 4ITp IT c 
I'v! 0 ? i 00 + C 
+ -- ..:::.. 1m J 47ip :T c 
SV-waves: 
C o(p ) L exp (- s 17er I z-h 
- 17" 
C 3(P ) L exp (-s 17er I z - h 
17" 
(12) 
I ) f( I (spr ) dp A2 (0, A, 8) 
I ) f( 0 (spr ) dp A 3 (0 , A, 8) 
(13) 
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i 00 + C 
. AI0 ') 
o = -- .:::. 1m 
4i1p Ii J , SYj(p) L exp (-s11{3 1 z - h I ) J(2 (spr) dp Al (0, A, 0) 118 
Mo ') i 00 + C 
+ -- .:::. 1m J SV 2(P ) L exp (-s 11{3 I z-h I ) J( 1 (sP" ) dp A2 4"p 
" 
c '1 (3 
M ') i OJ + c 
o - I J SV 3(P ) L exp ( -s 11{31 z-h I ) J( 0 (SPI' ) dp A 3 + --- m 4rrp 7r 
c '1 (3 
S1-1-waves: 
(14) 
i 00 + c Mo ') 
X = -- .:::. 1m 
4iTp iT J 
c 
SH j (1' ) L exp (-s 11{3 1 z - II I) J( 2 Spl" ) dp .4 4 
'1 {3 
i OJ + c jI,J 0 oJ 
+ -- -=- 1m 
4iiP it J , SH 2 (I' ) L exp (-5 11{3 I z -h I ) ]( j (SI'T ) dp A 5 'I {3 
where 
s = Laplace transform variable 
p = ray parameter 
h = depth of sou rce 
ct = compressional velocity 
j3 = shear velocity 
p = density 
Ai J = seismic moment 
c is a small constant that offsets path of integration. 
In the above equations, the C' .. , SV; and SIJ; are functions of p and are 
identified with the ve rtical radiation patterns defined by 
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SV 1 = - E]11){3 
C 2 = 2 EJ11)Q 











The azimuthal pat terns or orientation constants Ai are determined by: 
where 
.til = sin 20 cos A sin 0 + 1/2 cos 20 sin A sin 20 
A 2 = cos 0 cos A cos 0 - sin 0 sin A cos 20 
1/2 sin A sin '20 
A 'I = cos 20 cos A sin 0 - 1/2 sin 20 sin A sin 20 
A .5 = - sin 0 cos A cos {j - cos B sin A cos 20 
B = strike from the end of the fault plane 
A = rake angle 
{j = dip angle . 
(15 ) 
(lG) 
The geometry displaying the orientation of the fau lt in t he cylindrical 
coordinate system is given in Figu re 1.2. Note t hat a strike-slip event is 
defined by A = 0° and 0 = \lao. In equations (12) through (16), t he sub-
scrip ts 1 and 4 correspond to a pure strike-slip fault (SS), the subscripts 2 and 
5 correspond to a pure normal or dip-slip fault (DS), and the subscript 3 
corresponds to a 4·5° dip-slip (DD) fault . Any fault orientation can be obtained 





Figure 1.2 Description of conventions for mechanism and orientation. 
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Integrals of the type given in equations (12) through (14) can be 
t ransfol'lned back into the t ime domain by apply ing the Cagniard-de Hoop 
tec hnique. For example, suppose we consider t he integral 
- ') 
\" Cr ,z ,s ) = ..::... s 1m 
7r 
th at can be expressed as 





p '( ( ) - B7ln I z -h I d 
- 1: 0 spr e p 
17" -J 
C(t.T) [ .!!J!...] dT 
P (T) 
17" J (t -T) (t - T + 2pr) 
c (t ,r{p)) = cosh [ 2cOSh- i [ t -qp~ pr II 
(17) 
d T , (18) 
Th e various funcLions of p are to be evaluated along the Cagniard-de Hoop 
contour, namely 
7( /1 ) = pr + 17" I z - Ii. I 
from the first arrival time R /0: to t. The integral is computed num erica lly. 
This particular in teg ral has a closed form solut ion, 
d [1 20: ~ r IzItF = -It -R +-0 ( r-
as disc ussed b~D Heimberger and Harkrider (1978). 
R H (I - - ) 
0: 
Thus, one way to proceed is to substitute equations (12) through (1 4) in to 
equation (11 ) and evaluate the integrals following t he above scheme. This is 
t he full Cagnia rd solu tion, and the results for a simpl e case a re shown in the 
bot tom row of seismograms in F igure 1.3. 
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Point strike - slip dislocation 
Tangential Radial Vertical 
Term ~ ~ 1\ 8 .76 3.01 
.§ 1 
"'0 ~ ~ E 'g 8.59 '---..'\ 2.63 ~ 8: 2 
0 
.S! ~ ~ /\ 15 7.89 2.56 
-g.4 ~ >. 
VI ~ ~ <l: 7.90 ~ 1\ 2.56 12 
~ -0 1\ ~fy Is p "RD~ i 7.89 2.54 l.i.. o S 
U S f=-----i 
2 sec lS 
Figure 1.3 Comparison of the three components of displacement for a whole-space 
with a strike-slip source. The top four rows contain t he asymptotic summation with 
1, :! , 4, and 1:l terms. The fu ll solution is displayed on the bottom . Th e source dept.h 
is" = 8 km and the range is r = 16 km. Model parameters are", = 6.:! km / sec, f3 
= 3.5 km / sec, and p = 2.7 9 / em 3. 
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A much faste r procedure is to expand the modified Bessel functions of 
order n, J(n , as 
/(. (sPI") = vi 11" e - spr 
2spI" [
1 + 4112_1 + ... ] 
8spr 
(20) 
and substit ute the potentials in equations (12), (13), and (14) into the displace-
ment equation (U ) and expand in powers of S - I . The first term of such an 
expansion has the following form: 
2 
V(r, z ,t) = -- - D(t) * 2:; Mo d [. 411"Po dt j = 1 
1110 





[D(t) * dt 




( e, A, 0) v j ( r , z, t)] (21) 
(e, A, 0) Wj( T, z, t)] (22) 
_ ~OrD 1 Vj 
11" 
- * 1m -- SH· p -[ 1 [ JP d
p ] ] JT ll f3 ] dt (24) 
W _ fi 1. [_1 * 1m [ [JP c 
J V -;: 11" JT t}(X ] ( ) 
dp 
- € II" Tt 





[ JP dp 1 ]] - SFj ( - E 1}(3) -llf3 dt f3 
This is a first term asymptotic expansion simi lar to the expansion used for 
exp losive sources in Section 1.2. The approximation is accurate for Spl" > > 
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1, ,,-hich means it is most accurate for high frequency , large range, and non-
vert.ical Lake-off angle. The one arrival in vi is the SH body-wave, and the 
two arrivals in wi and qj are the P and SV body-waves. Note that the first 
term sol ution becomes uncoupled in that V depends only on x; and Wand Q 
on ly on ¢; and fl , so the SH solution separates from the P-SV solution in this 
asymptotic form. 
Note that the term 
17- = 1m [SH } } .J!.... .!!E.] 
1) il dt 
(27) 
in equation (2-1 ) and the analogous terms in equations (25) and (26) are solu-
tions to the two-dimensional (line source) elastic wave equation. This suggests 
a scheme whereby sources with a radiation pattern may be in t roduced into a 





t + i o~ 
t - I 
.!!E. I = Re ( SHi p J dt H (t - R 1f3 ) Et~ - o~/fP~F1 /O-
(28) 
(29) 
Similar expressions may be derived from equations (25) and (26). The effective 
line source radiation patterns can be obtained by evaluating the various Re 
operato rs . 
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It is only a matter of algebra to find the explicit functions which may be 
used to drive the source box in the FD grid. These functions are given below. 
The source box mechanics are described below in Section 104. 
SH case 
The following solutions are for a whole-space. Let 
where '/ = Q or /3. The ana lytic source expressions at the edges of the source 
box are 
r sin i R d Mo (t) 1' = 2 H( t - - ) 
* 4 /P~ R V1 - T f3 dt i3 
(30a) 
f p cos I R d Mo (t) 1'5 = - H( t - - ) 
" /P~ R VI - T i3 {3 dt (30b) 
where V 4 and 1'5 represent the strike-slip and dip-slip cases, respect ively. 
The " represents convolution. H is t he Heaviside step function, p, {3, and Q 
(used below) are the density, shear wave and compressional wave ve locity at 
the source, Mo (t) is the moment relea.se as a function of time, R is the 
source-ta-receiver distance, and i is the angle between the vertical and the line 
connecting the source and receiver, as shown in Figure 1.1. Convolution with 
a smooth enough t ime functioll Mo (t ) avoids problems with the singular pulse 
of energy at the geometrical a rriyal t ime. 
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Alter t he energy propagates across laterally and vertically heterogeneous 
struc ture , "l ine source se ismograms" Vi may be extracted from the grid. Note 
the diffe rence between V and V. V are the whole-space solut ions inserted in 
the source region of the FD grid. V are the seismograms which are extracted 
from the FD grid. The point source se ismograms are obtained by 
(31 ) 
where V p is the SH disp lacement in em when moment is in dyne-em , density is 
in g/ em 3, f3 is in km /sec, and R is in km . 
P-SV case 
For con\'enience, we define: 
t
2 
H(t _ R )* 
R 6 J1 - T ~ "I 
d Mo ( t ) 
dt 
where "I = 0: or f3. Next, we present the results for the three fundamental 






45° dip-slip case 
(34) 
where 1" is the horizontal component of R, and is positive in the direct ion of 
the receiver, and z is the vertical component of R , and is positive downward. 
As in the SH case, the line source seismograms extracted from the FD 
grid, Qi and Wi ' are transformed into point seismograms by: 
W p = _1_ -.5!:.. ( _1_ " ( A I WI + A 2 W 2 + A 3 W 3) (35) 
..JR dt VI 
Aga:n, Qp and W p are horizontal and vertical displacements in cm. 
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1.4 Algorithm for coupling expressions with numerical scheme 
Energy is introduced into the FD grid with the type of source regIOn 
described by Alterman and Karal (19G8). The use of a source region rather 
than a source point is necessary to avoid singular points such as at the source 
of an explosion in the displacement field. The fourth-order FD calculations do 
poorly for propagat ing energy with wavelengths shorter than 10 grid points 
per wavelength (Alford et aI., 197'1), and such energy is abundant neal' singular 
points. In each timestep, the FD algorithm uses the present and past 
tim est.cps to compute a fu ture timestep, which is written over the past 
timestep. During each timestep, energy insertion is a two-stage process. The 
first stage is to add in the energy that is coming out of the source. The second 
stage is to remove dired energy from the source and follow t he indirect energy 
which is trave ling through the source region. If the displacements computed 
allal~·tically were simp ly imposed on the source box, the source area would act 
as a rigid reflector for energy im pinging on the area from the outside. The 
rigid reflector source box noticeably affects the resul ts of the FD modeling , 
particularly if the source is near the free surface (Alterman and Karal, 19G8). 
These two stages are done by the following procedure. whicil will be out-
lined for a second-order algorithm. The FD results in this paper are con-
structed with a fourth-order source insertion algorithm, which only differs from 
tile algoriLll111 described below in that rings 2 and 3 each contain 2 rings of 
grid points and the grid is updated by a fourth-order FD scheme. The advan-
tages of the fourth-order FD schemes are discussed in Alford et al. (11)74). 
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The FD grid is diyided in to 1) an exterior , 2) an outer ring of grid points, 
3) an inner ring of grid points , and 4) an interior (see Figure 1.4). The source 
is in the center of region 4, the interior, which never sees the direc t waves 
from the source. 
A. R egion 4 from the past timestep is saved in an array. 
B. The entire grid is updated to the fu ture timestep by the FD algorithm. 
C. T he outer ring, regIOn 2 in the fu ture timestep is saved III an array for 
late r reinsert.ion . 
D. Rings 2 anel 3 for the past timestep are loaeled into the source region grid 
wi th displacements that have had the source subtracted, and region 4 is loaded 
wi th the past t ime step that was saved above in step A. 
E . T he grid for ring 3 and region 4 is again updated to the future timestep 
by the FD algorithm. 
F. The analytic source values at the grid points in rings 2 and 3 for the 
present timestep are read into arrays. 
G. The source-free ring 3 from the present timestep is saved for use in step D 
in the next timestep , and the analyt ic source is added to ring 3. The ring 2, 
whi ch includes the source, is saved in an array, and the analytic source is 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 ® ® 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ·4· • 0 <!) 0 0 
0 0 ® ® • • 0 0 0 0 
0 0 <!) 0 • • • <!) 0 0 0 
0 0 <!) 0 0 0 <!) 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 <!) <!) 0 <!) <!) 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 1.4 Source region geometry. Region 1 is outs ide rings 2 and 3, which are 
each 1 grid point thick. Region 4 is inside rings 2 and 3. The source is in the center 
of region 4. Region 1 is only computed with t he source included, and region 4 is com-
pu ted only without t he source. Rings 2 and 3 are computed both with and without 
the sou rce. The geometry for a fourth- rather than second-ord er FD scheme wou ld 
use rings 2 and 3 which are 2 rath er the 1 grid point thick. 
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subtracted from t he array, which wi ll also be used in step D III t he next 
t imestep. 
H. Ring 2 is reloaded with t he array stored in step C, so region 1, and ri ngs 2 
and 3 all contain t he source. 
1. All the past val ues at t he grid points are now overwritten by the future 
values . T he grid is advanced one timestep by making the array of p resent 
values into past values and t he future values into t he present values. The 
present arrays saved for rings 2 and 3 become t he past arrays t hat are needed 
for the next t imestep. 
Since t his p rocess requires t he analyt ic form of the displ acement at many 
points in space and time, we use a homogeneous source region. This allows 
t he use of whole-space solutions fo r the ana lytic funct ions. The use of even 
simple half-space solutions, which would allow a source closer to the free sur-
face since t he free surface could be wi t hin the source region, would lengthen 
the t ime required to compute the analytic source fun ctions to more t han t he 
t ime t he F D code takes to run. 
1.5 Illustration of various sources 
\ 'lie will next show the SH and P-SV SOUl"ces as a function of space at a 
fixed point in ti me to gain some insight as to how t hey work. T he time func-
t ion used to excite t he grid is a Heaviside step function smoothed by 
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convolution with the function e- Kt ', where I is t ime. The smoothi ng operator 
is necessary because the FD method does not treat t he highest frequencies 
correctly. lv[ost FD researchers, however, convolve by Ie - la' , or, equivalently, 
use a spatial func t ion like e - f{r' to star t up the FD grid, where r is the dis-
tance to the source. That operation eli minates the low-frequency as well as 
the hi gh-frequency ends of the source power spectrum. vVithout the low fre-
quencies in t he source, the I/VI amplitude decay t hat characterizes line 
sources is not as apparent. \Ve chose to use t he e -Kt' source, which keeps the 
1/ VI tails and the low frequencies in the FD grid, but t hen we eliminate the 
tails without losing the low-frequency energy with the line-to-point source 
conversion described by equations (31), (35), and (36). 
The whole-space source fu nctions for the SH case are shown in timeslices 
in Figure 1.5. The explosive case is isotropic, and the strike-slip and dip-sli p 
cases have sin B and cos B vertical radiation patterns respectively, where B is 
the takeoff angle. The explosion is physical only in the acoustic problem, 
which obeys the same equation as the SH case with a uniform whole-space. 
The traveling energy in this and the two following figures, which has pro-
pagated nearly to the edge of the grid from the source by the second timeslice, 
has the character of a line source. The seismograms show an amplitude decay 
in space of 1/ ";:;: and have an impulsive arrival followed by a l/Ft ampli-
tude decay in time. The" pseudo- near field", which is the energy seen in Fig-
ure 1.5 iL t he region of the source, becomes a stat ic field with time. Note the 
square devoid of displacement in the center of the source region. This is 
region (4), t he interior of the sou rce, which never sees the direct waves. 
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SH VERTICAL RADIATION PATTERNS 




Figure 1.5 SH vertical radiation patterns. The displacement field due to explosive , 
strike-slip, anel dip-slip sources are sho\\'n after 1~R and 250 t imesteps. The explosive 
plots have a whit,e backgroun d, and all displacements are positive , while the plots for 
the earthquakes hayc a grey background, where positive displacements are shown in 
black and negative in white. 
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The whole-space source functions for the P-SV case are shown in 
timeslices in Figure 1.5. The divergence and cu rl of the displacements that are 
calculated in the FD grid are shown for the explosive, strike-slip, dip-slip, and 
45° dip-slip cases. The divergence is nonzero where there is compressional 
wave energy and the curl is nonzero for shear wave energy. The divergence 
and curl are first spatial derivatives and so raise the frequency content slightly 
over that of the displacements themselves. The elastic explosion has an isotro-
pic, compressional radiation pattern. The timeslice of the curl for the explo-
sion would show only scaled-up noise which is much smaller than the energy in 
the divergence t imesl ice. The explosion is similar to the SH earthquake sou rce 
in that it has a permanently displaced "pseudo-near field" . 
The P -SV far-field radial-ion patterns are the usual ones for the explosive, 
st rike-slip , dip-slip, and 405° dip-slip cases. For example, in the strike-slip case, 
the P-waves show a 2-lobed pattern in the divergence, and the S-waves a 4-
lobed pattern in t he curl of the displacements. Figure 1.7 shows the diver-
gence of the stri ke-slip case on a larger scale. The patterns of energy dist ri bu-
tion needed to maintain the correct far-field radiation are complex. The 
"pseudo-near field" energy may be seen as the inner clover-leaf patterns. The 
clover-leaf patterns are followed by more near-field energy in 12-lobed pat-
terns. Again, the inner region of the source area is visible by its lack of distur-
bance, and the edge of the inner region is visible from the divergences and 
curls that, arise from the truncation of the displacement around the inner 
region. These "pseudo-neal' field" terms grow with time and cause the syn-
thetic seismograms to become inaccurate after some time. These terms are 
more long-period than the earlier energy. For these reasons, the P-SV 
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P- SV VERTI CAL RADIAT ION PATT ER NS 
DIVERG ENCE 
Explos ion 





Figure 1.6 P-SV ver t ical rad iation gatterns. The d ivergence and curl fi elds due t,o 
ex plosi,· •• s tri ke-slip . dip-slip. and 4.5 di p-s li p sources are shown after 1.50 t.imesteps. 
Th e plo ts ha\' e a grey ba.ckgroun d . where posit i"e is shown in black a nd negative in 
whit,e. 
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P-Wave Portion Of Strike-Slip Pattern 
Figure 1.7 Strike-slip divergence (P-wave) vertical radiation pattern. The far-field , 
and two " pseudo-near field" patterns may be seen. The far-field has the familiar two 
lobes, the outer near-field has four lobes and the innermost near-field has twelve 
lobes. The near-field terms are necessary to maintain the correct far-field radiation 
pattern. 
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earth quake sources are most accurate at both earlier time and shorter period , 
up the short-period limit of the FD grid. The explosive P-SV souz'ce and the 
SH earthquake sources have " pseudo-near fields" which result in static dis-
placements, t hat is, t he near-fields do not grow with time, so they do not 
become less accurate at longer times. The limitations arise from the asymp-
totic approximation shown in equation (20). 
The optim al choice of source box size depends on whether the source is 
explosive or double-couple and whether the calculation is P-SV oZ' SH. The 
source box introduces energy into the FD grid far enough from t he source to 
ensure that t he displace ments a re suffic iently smooth . Smaller sOlll'ce boxes, 
however, are better in that t hey allow structure nearer t he souz'ce and they 
require less computation . Elastic earthquake sources are more demanding in 
the sense that. the re is more amplitude variation along the sou rce rings than 
elastic explosive sources, which are in turn about as demanding as SH earth-
quake sources, which are more demandi ng t han acoustic explosive sou rces. 
El ast ic earthquakes therefore require the largest source boxes and acoustic 
explosions can be inse rted with the smallest source boxes. 
1.6 Tests of accuracy 
Sever",l approxim ations must be examined. First, the GRT expansion of 
the solut ion to a finite set of generalized rays may be validated. Next, the 
errol' in only using t he first term of the asymptotic seri es expansion of t he 
Bessel fun ct ions must be justified. Finally, the result of using the 2-D FD grid 
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to propagate the energy from source to receiver may be tested. 
The extension to higher order terms is simple using the analytical 
Cagniard-de Hoop expressions since they depend mostly on the temporal 
integrals of the previous terms. The results of such an expansion is shown 
above in Figure 1.3. \\Then the responses are convolved with most instru-
ments, the higher order correcLions make li ttle difference because they are 
more long-period. Thus, we will limit our discussion to the first term of the 
asymptotic expansion for the rest of this work. 
The FD code that solves the SH equation is compared with the flat-layer 
GRT code that has been well tested (c.f. Apsel and Luco, 1983) for a model 
with one layer over a half-space that represents simple oceanic lithosphere. 
The geometry and media parameters are shown in Figure 1.8. 
Receivers for the plots in Figures 1.9 through 1.12 are positioned on the 
surface at lateral distances of 40 to 7GO km from the source. These plots are 
reduced by a 4.8 km/sec velocity. 
Figure 1.9 contains synthetic seismograms for the line source problem 
with symmetric source. The results from the GRT code (Figure 1.9a) and the 
results from the FD code (Figure 1.9b) are in excellent agreement. 
Amplitudes differ between the two sets of synthetics by no more than 3% 
and the detailed waveforms are nearly identical. Even the highest frequencies 
shown agree well for the first. portion of each seismogram. The later portion of 
the seismograms shows some contamination by dispersed high-frequency 
energy. The discrepancies between the traces are high frequency and small. 
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PI = 2.7 g/cc 
/31 = 3.7 km/sec 
h2 P2 = 3.6 g/ec 
+y/32= 4.8 km/sec 
• Source 
Receiver 
Figure l.8 Flat layer over a half-space geometry with shear wave velocities and den-
sities. The crust has II I of 9 km with a density PI of 2.7 g/ cm 3 and a shear wave 
velocity (31 of 3.7 km / sec, and the un derlyin g upper mant le has P2 of 3.6 9 / cm 3 and 
(32 of 4.8 km/ sec. The sou rce is placed 18 km below the surface, or II 2 is 9 km. 
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LINE SOURCE 
b. 4 0kmj\ 3.78 j\ 3 .71 
I I I I 
120 ./\., 
20 sec 
1.97 /\., 20 sec 1.93 
200 /"v- 1.54 ./'v 1.53 
280 /\.i'v 1.21 1.24 
360 1.10 1.07 
440 1. 01 1.02 
520 0 .93 0.94 
600 0.85 0.85 
680 0 .79 0 .78 
760 0.72 0 .72 
0) Cogn iord b) Finite Difference 
Figure 1.9 Comparison of the lin e source synthetic se ismograms generated by the 
Cagniard and FD methods. Results are for the geometry shown in Figure 1.8. The 
source is 9 km be low the layer and the receivers are on t he surface and range from 40 
to 760 km in horizon tal distance from t he source. Both sets of seismograms are con-
volved with a trapezoidal time function. Th e amplitudes are absolu te. 
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The point source synthetics fare nearly as well. The synthetics a re con-
volved with the long-period ' V' VSSN instrument response. The shortest and 
longest period energy is attenuated in transforming the line source seismo-
grams to the point source seismograms and including the instrument response . 
The traces generated by the point-source, flat-layer GRT program (Figure 
1.10a) and those obtained by the transformation of the FD seismograms (Fig-
ure 1. lOb ) are in close agreement . The waveform agreement is excellent. The 
amplitudes agree to within 20% in all cases. 
T he next question is whether the FD seismograms with sine and cosine 
vertical radiat ion patterns ag ree with their GRT equivalents. Figure 1.11 
shows traces fo r the cos IJ radiation pattern, and Figure 1.12 shows traces for 
the sin IJ radiation pattern. The agreement in waveform is good, and again 
the ampli tudes agree to within 20% for all but the nearest ofTsets. 
Some disagreement is expected for near vertical takeoff angles because of 
a slight difference in geometrical spreading between the 2-D and 3-D 
geomet ries. For 3-D spreading, there should an additional factor of Jsi n a in 
the verti cal radiation pattern . This factor can be seen, for example, as an 
additional JP for the point source that is not in the line source on p. 181 of 
Heimberger (1983). We are not ab le to simul ate the additional factor of 
Jsin a because the expression is singular at a of 0° and 180°, which introduces 
numerical problems. However , we are generally not interested in vertical 
paths sinc~ t hey may be handled by other methods, see Scott and Heimberger 
(1983), for example. 
The P-SV elastic case is more complicated than t he SH case due to the 
possible mode changes at each boundary, and the accuracy of both t he GRT 
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POINT SOURCE 
6= 4Okm-Av 3.17 -Av 3.15 I I I I 
120 ~ 20 sec 1.85 ~ 
20 sec 2.02 
200 ~ 1.63 -'\fv 1.73 
280 1.32 1.43 
360 1.12 1.23 
440 1.05 1.20 
520 1.02 1.00 
600 0 .91 0.95 
680 0.81 0 .97 
760 0 .78 0.90 
0) Cogniord b) Fin i te Difference 
Figure 1.10 Comparison of the point source synthetic se ismograms generat,eel by the 
CRT and FD methods for the flat-layer geometry shown in Figure 1.8 . Amplitudes 
are absolut,e and mar be scaleel to moment. 
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SHALLOW DIP-SLIP MECHANISM 
6=40km-'\.r 5.47 fiv 4.70 I I I I 
120 
-J\.r 20 sec 1.94 --.rv- 20 sec 2 .33 
200 
-J\j'-- 1.53 -./\j\- 1.63 
280 1.03 1.23 
360 0 .83 0 .88 
440 0.68 0 .74 
520 0 .57 0.62 
600 0.50 0 .52 
680 0.43 0.49 
760 0.41 0.42 
0) Cogniord b) Finite Difference 
Figure 1.11 Comparison of the poin t source cos e mechanism sYllt.het,ic seismograms 
generat,ed by the GRT and FD methods for the flat-layer geometry show n in Figure 
1.8. 
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SHALLOW STRI KE-SLIP MECHANISM 
l:f=4Mkm~ I. 82 ~ 1.96 I I I I 
120 ~ 20 sec 0.64 ~ 20 sec 0 .70 
200 ~ 0.42 -'\J'-- 0.48 
280 0.28 0.32 
360 ~MKOO 0 .26 
440 0.18 0 .21 
520 0.16 0 .16 
600 0.14 0.15 
680 0 . 12 0 . 13 
760 0.10 0.12 
0) Cogniord b) Finite Difference 
Figure IX? Compnrison of th e point source sin 8 me chanism synthet.ic seismograms 
generated by the' GRT and FD methods fo r the Hat- layer geo me t.r)" shown in Figure 
1.8. 
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and FD methods must be checked against more complete solutions. The CRT 
calculations for a simple layer over a half-space case described in Table 1.1 are 
shown as the dotted lines in Figure 1.13. These results are compared with a 
more exact wave-number integration solu tion, shown as the solid lines in Fig-
ure 1.13 (see Apsel and Luco, 1983). A comparison between the CRT results 
and the computationally slower, but more general FD procedure is given in 
Figure 1.14 , where the results for all t hree fundamental faults are shown. The 
methods agree very well. 
Adding layers to the model greatly complicates the CR approach espe-
cially for the latter portion of the record when many ray paths are involved. 
On the other hand, the i-D procedure described below remains unaffected by 
such complexity and is well suited for exp lori ng the effects of any lateral varia-
tions. 
The explosive source IS checked III Chapters 1.7 and 3.2 against several 
other met hods. 
1.7 Limitations and a more accurate explosive source 
The equations for 2-D and 3-D wave propagation are simil ar, but there 
are important differences. vVe will examine the acoustic case, although the 
same arguments hold for the elastic case . In t he acoustic case, the 2-D wave 
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Figure 1.13 Comparison of the wavenumber integration solution wi th the CRT first 
term asymptotic solu t ion for ver t ical disp lacement on the free surface due to a verti-
cal strike-slip dislocation buried at a depth of 8 km in the model desc ribed in Table 
1.1 (after Apsel and Luco, 1983). 
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Figure 1.14 Comparison of FD and CRT seismograms for the model described in 
Table 1.1 for the ranges 32, 48 , and 64 km for the strik~-slipI dip-slip, and 45° dip-
slip mech"nisms. The far-field source time function , D (t), is specified by a tra-




















where P is pressure, c is the wave velocity, x and z are cartesian coordi-
nates, and subscri pts indicate derivatives. T he 3-D acoustic wave equation for 
homogeneous media is 
(38) 
where y is the third cartesian coordinate. Cylindrical co-ordinates, however, 
are generally more appropriate for wave propagation problems . In cylindri cal 
coordinates 
o P r P tt = c- (Prr + P z• + - ), 
• I' 
(39) 
where I' and z are the radi al and ve rt ical coordin ates, and azimuthal sym-
metry in the wavefield is assumed. The term that is multiplied by 1/1' 
becomes negligib le as r becomes large, and in this case the equations (37) and 
(39) are nearly equivalent. 
There are several differences between waves propagating according to 
equations (37) and (39). In 2-D , "-ave ampli t ude decays with geometrical 
spreading by 1/,j][, where R = Vx 2 + z2, but in 3-D, wave amplitude 
decays by 1/ R , where R = s~: 2 + I' 2. This difference can be corrected by 
multiplying t he amplitude of seismograms produced wi t h equat ion (37) by 
1/,j][, but this correction is exact only for a homogeneous media; if the 
actual raypath is bent by velocity gradients, or if several raypaths connect the 
source and receiver, the appropriate R may be ambiguous or may be difficul t 
to find . 
In 2-D, an impulsive burst of energy at t he source results in an impulsive 
burst of energy at the receiver followed by a " line sou rce tail" which decays as 
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11Ft, where t is the time after the first arrival of energy at the receiver. In 
3-D, an impulsive burst of energy at the source results in an im pulsive burst of 
energy at the receiver. The arrivals with a line source tail that result from the 
use of a 2-D numerical grid can be restored to point-source-like impulsiveness 
by convolution with the time series H (t ) 1Ft, followed by a derivative with 
respect to time. Here If (t ) is t he Heaviside step function. The seismograms 
produced are approx im ate ly those that would result from a source on the axis 
of symmetry in a cyl indrically symmetric medium. 
The corrections above have been described in Chapters 1.2 and 1.3, but 
here another correction term is introduced to approxim ate the anisotropy in 
geometrical spreading that better simulates 3-D "'ave propagation in a 2-D 
numerical grid. 
The amount of energy leaving the source region at an angle i with the 
vertical in the 2-D grid may be approximated by the amount of ene rgy in the 
point source case multiplied by v'SfilT. The additional Jsin i in the point 
source 01' three-dimensional solut ion can be explained in terms of geometrical 
spreading as is shown in Figures 1.l5a and 1.l5b . The energy wi th takeoff 
angle i between io and i 0 + di 0 for the point source becomes 
Ep -
(2" sin io T) r dio ( 40) 
or 
Ep - sin io dio 
while for the line-source 




Po i nt Sou rce Line Source 
, 
, 
Figure 1.15 (0) Diagram showin g energy with takeofT angle i in the ra.nge 
io < ,: < i o + el i for point. source. (b) Diagram showing energy with takeofT angle i 
in the ran ge io < i < io + di for line source . 
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01' 
(4 1 ) 
Since energy is proportional to the square of the amplitude we obtain the 
JSInl dependence . 
If we use an isot ropic explosion as the source in the 2-D grid, each arrival 
in a record may have a diffe rent take-off angle i, but we can only correct for a 
constant JSInl. T he result is that the verticall y t ravel ing energy IS 
emphasized over horizontally traveling energy in the line source compared to 
the point source case. 
One might ask, why not simply mult ip ly the isotropic source by JSInl? 
Such a source does not satisfy the 2-D elast ic wave equat ion, unfortunate ly, 
and will not maintain the JSInl radiation pattern once the energy leaves the 
source region, primari ly because the cusp in t he JSInl at i = 0° does not 
satisfy the 2-D elastic wave equation. 
The source functions we have found which are solutions to the 2-D elastic 
wave equation have radiation patte rns of sin" t: cos'" i, where we may choose 
n and In. An isotropic line source explosion, for example, is the solution wit h 
n = m = 0, and the dislocation sources have n + 111 = 2, as described in 
Chapters 1.2 and 1.3. A lso, because of t he asymptotic nature of our solutions, 
the compress ional and shear parts of the source separate. The correction we 
introduce is to a.dd t he comp ressiona.l component of t he horizontally-directed 
force te rm (n = 1 and m = 0) to the isot ropic explosive sou rce. This correc-
tion decreases the amplitude of energy leaving the source ve r tically, but leaves 
unchanged t he amplitude of energy going horizontally out the side. 
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These two terms can be thought of as the first two term of a Taylor series 
expansion of JSii1i'" about the point i = 90 0 • Higher order corrections could 
be added, but we choose not to for the following reasons. The first two terms 
provide an accurate solution and whenever n or m is increased by 1 the 
"pseudo-near-field" terms in the solution grow more prominent by a factor of 
t, that is, the asymptotic solu t ion diverges by another factor of t. In other 
words , an isotropic li ne-source explosion has a constant pseudo-near-field term, 
which is analogous to an explosion in a 3-D medium, where there may be some 
permanent deformation near the source. The compressional component of 
force described below grows with time as t, and sli p dislocation sources given 
in Chapter 1.3 grow with time as t 2. The addition of higher-order terms in 
the Taylor series would make the source radiation pattern more closely resem-
ble JSiilT , but would also add more severe pseudo-near-field terms to the dis-
placement field in the finite difference grid . 
The following solutions are for a whole-space, and are repeated from 
Chapter 1.2. For convenience, define 
and 
r ~ = v/I2 _-,-_1 __ 
u 0 00 ' 4 To- P 10-
R2 
T " = o 0' t - 0:-
r" R d 1010 ( t ) 
<I>" = ---rK=~ H( t - ~ ) * dt VI - T " ~ 
where H is the Heaviside step function, the * indicates convolution, 0: is 
compressional wave velocity (km/sec), p is density (g/ em 3), t is time (sec), 
and 
d Mo ( t ) 
dt 
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IS the rate of moment release. The factor of 1020 is for 
conversion of units. The analytic whole-space expressions for an isotropic 





where,. is the horizontal component of R , and is positive in the direction of 
the receiver, and z is the vertical component of R , and is positive downward. 
QE and H'E are the radial and yertical components of displacement. 
The expressions for Q and 11' for a " line force", which has a sin i radia-
tion pattern are 
(43a) 
tz",(_? 
'r'o _ r 
0: R 2 
(43b) 
By judiciously mixing the explosive and force terms, we can modify the 
vertical radiation pattern of the explosion to mimic the JSfilT we desire. Fig-
ure 1.16 shows the radiation patterns that result from using 100% explosion, 
50% explosion mixed with 50% force, and 40% explosion mixed with 50% 
force. These cases are compared with the JSfilT. Energy that leaves the 
source at angles near i = 90 0 is not affected by the correction, but energy at 
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Figure 1.16 Comparison of radiation pattern for corrected and uncorrect.ed line 
sources. The level line shows the isotro l ic radiat ion pattern which results from an 
un corrected explosive line source. The sin i curve shows the best radiation pattern 
to simulate an explosive point source. The two sinusoidal curves show the resul t of 
mixing a line source force with a line source explosion with 50% / 50% and 60%/40% 
weighting- The mixed sources are mean t to be accurate in the range i = + 20' to 
+ 160 ' . 
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source expressions determines where in the radiation pattern the source is most 
accurate. The 50%/50% mix is most accurate near i = 90° and the 
60% /40% mix is less accurate near I = 90°, but is more accurate near 
i = 30° , as may be seen in Figure 1.15. It is clear from Figure 1.15 that only 
energy leaving the source at positive angles may be modeled with this 
corrected source. 
As described in above in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, the line source seismograms 
- -
ext racted from the finite difference (FD ) grid, Q and W, are transformed into 
point seismograms by: 
Q 1 d (1 Q) 
p = .fJf dt .ft * 
w= p * fV), 
where Q p and W p are horizontal and vertical disp lacements in cm. 
Test of improvement due to correction factor 
(44a) 
(44b) 
This correction factor will change the relative amplitude of arrivals by the 
JSill"T factor shown in Figure 1.16. The effect of the 50%/50% correction 
plotted in Figure 1.15 on the seismograms for an exp losion in a half-space is 
shown in Figure 1.17. The corrected FD seismograms have larger amplitude 
Rayeigh waves relative to the direct compressional waves t han do the 
uncorrected seismograms, and agree better with the seismograms generated by 
the Cagniard method, which is known to be accurate (see, for example, Apsel 
and Luco, 1(83). The v'Sfi1T corresponds to ,;p;, where the real part of the 














Figure 1.17 Comparison between un correc ted and correc ted FD seismograms and 
analytic Cagniard seismograms for an ex plosive poin t source in a h alf- space . The 
rece ive r is at a range 30 times t he source depth to allow fo r t.he development of a 
Ray leigh wave large compared to t he direct P-wave. T he amplii.ude scale is t he same 
for all t he rad ial and all the vertical t races, bu t di ffe rent between the rad ial and 
vertica l components. 
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Rayleigh waves because they have a greater slowness p than the direct 
compressional waves. 
The more nearly vertically the energy is traveling, the more important the 
correction becomes. For takeoff angles i near 20° , the correction term . reduces 
the amplitude by a factor of 2, as is shown in Figure 1.16. In modeling short-
period P waves from the Nevada test site, Stead and Heimberger (H)85) have 
found this correction to be crucial. 
For dislocation sources, however, the complicated radiation patterns dom-
inate the seismograms, although the same ~ problem arises. This effect 
is shown above in Figure 1.14, where seismograms due to dislocation sources 
are compared with Cagniard seismograms for a layer over a half-space 
geometry. The layered model in given in Table 1.1. Although slight ampl i-
tude discrepancies appear, they are subtle compared with the amplitude effects 
of the radiation pattern. 
For a more demanding test of the corrected explosive source, a model that 
was developed for Amchitka Island which consists of a stack of 8 layers over a 
half-space is used. The P-wave crustal model consists of 9 layers derived by 
Burdick (1984) by fine-tuning the model proposed by Engdahl (1972). This 
model predicted the observed P-wave travel times well (1984). The S-wave 
velocity structure was added to model the Rayleigh wave arrivals by Burdick 
(198-1). The layered model in given in Table 1.2. In Figure 1.18, the FD 
results ar~ compared with those of the wavenumber-frequency numerical 
integration (WI) approach of Burdick (1984), which is similar to that of Apsel 
(1979). The RDP (reduced displacement potential), which is a source time 









Range = 10 km i 5 sec 
Figure 1.18 Comparison between uncorrected and corrected FD seismograms and 
frequ ency-wavenumber in tegration seismograms for an explosiYe point source in the 
layered veloc ity model described in T able 1.2. The source depth is 1.2 km and the 
rece ive r is at a range of 10 km. 
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Table 1.2: Velocities in Burdick's (1984) model 
P-wave ve locity S-wave yelocity density layer thickness 
(km/sec) (km/sec) g/ cn13 km 
3.4 1.7 2.3 0.2 
3.7 l.9 2.4 0.6 
4.2 2.1 2.4 0 .5 
4.6 2.3 ? -_.oJ 0.5 
4.9 2.8 2.6 0.7 
5.1 2.9 2.7 0.5 
5.9 3.3 2.7 6.0 
6.9 4.0 2.8 28.0 
8.2 4.7 3.2 00 
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w(t) = Woo [1 - e-Kt (1 + [(t + 0.5([(t)2 - B (I(t )3) ] (4.5) 
In Figure 1.18, the corner frequency parameter, K , is set at 8 sec- i and the 
overshoot parameter B is set at a value of 1. 
The corrected FD seismograms ag ree well with the wavenumber-frequency 
integration algorithm, but the uncorrected FD seismograms have surface waves 
that are too small relative to the body waves. The FD method, in addition to 
allowing lateral structural heterogeneity, is faster t han t he wavenumber-
frequency method. Cagniard calculat ions for this mode l are impractical as 
innumerable multiples within the layered stack would have to be summed. 
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Chapter 2 
Application to modeling the st rong motions of earthquakes 
2.1 Introduction 
The unde rstanding of earthquake generated motions has im proved 
significant ly in recent years. Th is progress is due in large par t to t he 
refinement of met hods for generat ing s~Dn theti c seismograms to compare with 
an ever growing coll ection of observa t ions. Synthet ic se ismograms are gen-
erally used in ite rat iYe fO]'\l' ard model ing schemes where the source and 
medium parameters are pertu rbed until a best match wit h the da ta is 
obtained. T his technique has proven to be powerfu l for determining subtle 
features of both the source and the medium. T he technique is limited, how-
eve r, by the range of earth stru cture tha t can be modeled. Tradi t ionally, the 
earth models have been a stack of homogeneous layers , which is inadequate for 
laterally heterogeneous st ructures such as ocean-continent t ransition zones and 
basin structures. 
In Chapt ers 2 t h rough 4. we relax some of these limitat ions by allowing 
dipping structure with t he procedu re described in Chapter 1, whereby 2-D 
fi ni te-diff""ence (FD ) calcul ations can be mapped into synthetic seismograms 
with the proper point source shear dislocation characteristi cs. This procedure 
has t he advant age of allow ing for arbitrary density and veloci ty fie lds in two 
dimensions. 
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First, this technique is applied to model the se ismogram recorded at El 
Centro fo r the H1G8 Borrego mountain e\'enL The next two sect ions, Sections 
2.3 and 2.4 , compare synthetic seismograms and data from the 1\171 San Fer-
nando earthquake. 
The San Fernando earthquake of February 0, 1071 pl'Oduced one of the 
most complete sets of strong-ground records from a la rge thrust earthquake to 
date, and consequently has generated a large body of seismological literature. 
I-Ianks (107.5) notes that seismic moment, source dimension, radiation pattern, 
rupture propagation, the development. of local surface waves and their subse-
quent dispersion, and azimuthal varia t.ions in the gross geological structure all 
appear to have first-order significance in fashioning the amplitude and fre-
quency content of the strong-motion ,raYeforms. Heaton (1082) has modeled 
some of these features. but adds that many features of the observed motions 
remain unexpl ained, and considerable uncertainty still exists regarding the 
faulting history of the San Fernando earthquake. 
One drawback of existing studies is the inability to properly simulate the 
propagaLional effects associated \\ith t he complicated sedimentary basins in 
and around Los Angeles. Finite-diflerence (FD) and finite element schemes 
have proven useful in explaining some of the surface wave distortions (Drake 
and 1\'lal, 1072) and the static deformation (McCowan et aI., 1077). However, 
these efforts did not address t he demanding task of modeling seismic profiles 
along pates crossing the various basin and ridge structures, as discussed quali-
tatively by Liu and Heaton (1\18-1). The modeling of one such three-
component profile is the subject of Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
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2.2 The El Centro r ecording of the Borrego Mt. earthquake 
\Ve haye developed aboye a method for constructing seismograms for gen-
eral structures, but it remains to show that this fl exibility aids in the interpre-
tation of data. To show its usefuln ess. we will investigate the well -studied 
Borrego l\'Iountain strong-motion recording from E I Centro. Figure 2.1 shows 
the relative locations of the epicen ter. major structures, and the receiver. The 
displacement data is summarized in Figlll"e 2.2, which is taken from Heaton 
and Helm berger (1077). The agreement, betw een the deconvolved Carder dis-
placement record and the integrated accelerogram is excellent. E I Centro is 
located along the st rike of t he fault. roughly 8° off. which places it near the 
SH maximum and a P-SV node. If the station were at a P-wave node in the 
far-field on a nat-layered earth. one \\'ould expect the I\'-S and E-\V traces to 
have t he same wavefonn, and all the energ~D would rotate to the transverse 
component. For simplicity, \\'e follow Ebel and Heimberge r (1982) in modeling 
the the first 50 seconds of the :\"-S integra ted accelerogram after div iding by 
cos 37° , which is the angle bet\\'een the back-a zim uth and north. This record 
is shown as the second trace of (a) in Figure 2.2. For later times, the motion 
appears to ar rive at t he station mos tl~D on the radial and wou ld not be explica-
ble with a two-dimensional SH model. The objective of this section is to 
investigate the effect of using the most recent data about the cross-sectional 
structure on the long-period motions, given the simple te leseismic source 
description . 
One of the first teleseismic \\'awfonn modeling studies was conducted on 
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Figure 2.1 Sketch map of the area of the Borrego Mountain mainshock and the EI 
Centro strong motion station. The aftershock zone and some of the fau lts in the area 
are shown. The cross-section shows the P-wave velocities estimated by Fuis et al. 
(1983) from refraction work along profile A-A '. 
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Figure 2.:2 Summary of observed ground motion. (a) Comparison of deconvolved 
Carder displacement meter record and integrated accelerogram for N-S component . 
(b) Comparison of deconvolved Carder displacement meter record and in tegrated 
accelerogram for E-W component. (c) Ground motion rotated into vertical, radial , 
and tangential components. From Heaton and HeImberger (1977). 
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period P-waveform with P, pP, and sP rays as well as t he long-period SH-
waveform wi th Sand sS rays . Their res ults suggest a zone of faul ting a round 
a depth of 8 kill , wi th three distinct sources. Thei r first source has 7.5% of the 
moment and has the expected focal mechanism. The other two subevents 
have unexpec ted mechanisms tha t ma~D be a result of crustal phases produ ced 
by non-planar structure , and are less accepted by the seismologi cal commun-
ity . JvJore recent ly Ebel and Heim berger (11)82) stu died t he P-wave complexity 
and found evidence for bw asperit ies. Forwa.rd and inverse modeling of the 
da.ta suggest a two source model. eaeh of less t han :2 second duration. The 
second source occ urred about. 2.2 seconds afte r t he first and both events 
appear to be at a depth of 8 km. This complex source was used to synt hesize 
the direct SH arrival on veloeit~· and acee leration records wit.h some success. 
Th e long-period telese ismic s~Dnt het ies generated \\'i t h the more complicated 
source model appears to agree \\'e ll ,,·it·h those from the ini t ial source found by 
Burdick andl\ lellm an (1 976). 
Litt le evidence for shallow fault.ing is suggested by the teleseismi c data. 
On the other hand, Heaton an d Heim berger (1971) suggest subst ant ial sha llow 
fault ing to explain the st rengt h of the Love waves at EI Centro. From a 
model ing point of view, one would expec t t he ratio of body waves to surface 
waves to be an excellent depth disc rimin ant . However, a flat-layered model 
may not provide t he appropriat e Green's fun ction in this particul ar path as 
suggested by the recent study of Fuis et al. (1983). \Ve will investigate the 
properties of t he more complicated Green 's functions in t his study using the 
first long-period source foun el b~D Burdi ck and Mellman (Hl76), namely a 0.1, 
1.0, 4..0 second t rapezoid . 
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T hree structures are shown in F igttl'e 2.3 that increase in ve risimi li tude as 
we ll as complexity from model A to model C. J\'Jodel A is t he laye r over a 
halfspace used by Heaton and Heimberger (1977) and Swanger and Boore 
(1982). 10del B is a more accttl'ate dipping layer mode l. Model C is t he S-
wave ve rsion of the structure from F uis et al. (1983). The S-wave ve locit ies 
for profi les on t he left and right sides of model C are given in Table 2.1. The 
ratio of P- to S- wa\'e veloci t, ' is assumed to be J3 except in t he top layer 
where it is taken to be 2. 
A s trike-sl ip source IS int roduced \\" it h the depth (8 km) and the t ime 
funct ion (a 0.1, 1.0, 4 .0 second trapezoid ) estimated from t eleseismic studies 
(Burdick and l\'Jeliman, 1976) . T he resu lt ing disp lacements fo r models A, B. 
and C are shown in F igures 2.-1a, 2.-1 b. and 2.4c. T he E I Centro disp lacement 
record is shown in F igure 2.4d. The seismogram in F igu re 2.4e results from a 
perturbation to model C disclIssed bclml'. 
The flat-layered model A generates t he correct init ial long-period disp lace-
me nt, as it " 'as designed to do. There is little short-period energy, and the 
signal dies away too fast. The dippi ng-layer model B is seen to trap short-
period energy in Figure 2Ab, as disclIssed below, but t he long-period energy 
does not mi mic that in t he data. 
The seismogram in Figure 2.·1 c- from model C matches the fi rst 20 seconds 
of the data reasonably well , aside from the ini t ial pulse . The initial pulse is 
higher in frequency and arrives " 'it h a polarization sllggesting a direction of 
t rave l that is 30° away from the azimu th from receive r to source. T his sec-
t ion is focusing on a match to t he longer-period disp lacement records with can 
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Figure 2.3 Three models of t he st ru cture between th e Borrego Moun tain earthqu ake. 
shown by an asterisk, and t he El Cent ro station, shown by a small t riangle. There is 
no vertical exaggeration. Th e velocities and assu med densities for the profil es on the 
left and right sides of t he model are given in T ab le 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 : Velocities in model C 
S-wave velocity density depth to top of layer 
km/sec g/cm3 km 
left side right side 
1.0 1.4 O. O. 
1.55 1.9 1.6 1.6 
1.8 2.0 3.8 
3.0 2.3 1.8 5.0 
3.75 2.7 2.5 5.2 
4.0 2.8 12.2 12.2 
4.125 2.8 12.5 12.6 
4.25 2.9 13.2 13.2 
4.375 2.95 13.8 13.8 
4.5 3.0 14.2 14.2 
4.625 3.1 14.6 14.5 
4.75 3.2 15.2 15.2 
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DISPLACEMENT SEISMOGRAMS 







Figure 2.4 The displacements at EI Centro resulting from: (a) model A in Figure 2.3, 
(b) model B in Figure 2.3, (e) model C in Figure 2.3 , (tl) the actual earthquake, and 
(e) model C, but with the velocity of the top layer set to 1.2 km/ sec instead of 1.0 
km/ sec. See text for detailed description . 
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pulse is not investigated is t his paper. 
A moment of 1.2 X 1l~R d~D ne-cm is found by matching t he amplit ude of 
t he synthetic in Figure 2.4c with t he disp lacement record, which is si mila r to 
the result of 1.1 X 1025 found by Burdick and Mellman (Hl75) from te leseismic 
body waves and also by Butler (1083) from long-period surface waves. 
Profi les for a si ngle layer that dips down away from the source are shown 
in F igure 2 .. 5 both to reaffirm the accuracy of our methods and to investigate 
the effect of dipping layers. T he agreement in waveform and amplitude is 
excellent (see HeImberger et a!.. 108.5. for GRT method). The ini t ial arrival 
has t he same frequency content as t he source but t he late r arriyals have higher 
frequency content.. This phenolll enon lllay be qualitatively unde rstood as fol-
lows. In the geomet ri cal ray li mit. eM rgy is trapped in th e layer when it is 
refracted by the dipping in te rface past t1lP cri tical angle. In t he low-frequency 
limit, the energ~D is not aflect.ed by t he thin layer. 
The depth sensit i\'i ty of the se ismograms is investigated by the GRT 
method (HeIm berge r et a!. . 108.5 ) in Figure 2.6. The GRT method is consider-
ably faster than the FD met.hod and generally can t reat higher frequencies, so 
when the st ructu re is simple enough. the GRT method is preferred. 
Seismograms for t he fl at- layered case vary much more th an they do for 
the dipping-laye r case when the source depth changes. The depth sensitiv ity 
is an important issue . Sibson (1082) argues that one would expect t he most 
moment release from the deepe r parts of the fault plane. IvJcGarr (1984) 
presents data that suggest that peak accelerations and ve locities depend 
strongly on focal depth. For the Borrego I\ Iountain earthquake. Heaton and 


















Figure 2 . .5 Profiles for a single layer t hat dips down 2.8' from the horizontal away 
from the source. The layer is 0.3 km thick direc tly above the source. The source is 6 
km below the surface. A trapezoidal time fun ction of 0.3, 0.3 , 0.3 seconds has been 
convolved in to both suites of seismograms. The seismograms on the left. are gen-
erat.ed by the FD method described above, t.hose on t.he right are from a· gene ralized 
ray method. 
D. = 60 km 












D. = 60 km 
Figure 2.6 Profiles for a single layer that is eith er fiat. (left). or dips (righ t). The 
geometries are given at. the top of t.he figure, note that the layer thickness is t.he same 
under t he stat.ion in bot.h cases. A trapezoidal time fun et.ion of 0 .2 , 0.2 , 0.2 seconds 
has been con\"olved int.o bo th su ites of seismograms. 
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sediments to generate enough long-period energy to match t h e data. \\li th the 
more realis t ic structure derived fro m the refraction profile, there is inst ead too 
much long-period energy 30 to -10 seconds into the record in Figure 2.4c, so the 
need for a shallow component of moment is no longer as evident. 
The structure about Borrego ~lounta i n has considerable variations in all 
three dimensions , as may be seen by the structu res shown on Figure 2.1 or by 
the various cross-sections in Fuis et al. (H)83). This variation may also be seen 
by noting in the radial and tangential components of the El Centro record 
shown in Figure 2.2 that both the initial SH pulse and t he later portion of the 
Love wan approach El Centro oIr-strike by up to 30°. As a result, it is not 
clear what is the appropriat e ve l ocit~I structure to use for modeling the El 
Cen tro record. 
tvlany parameters could be perturbed in the attempt to improve the fit to 
the data. The time function. source finiteness , and velocity structure are not 
known beyond a shadow of a doubt. The se ismogram in Figure 2.4e, gen-
erated from model C with the velocity in the top 1.8 km increased by 20%, 
illustrates that small changes in s truct.me can cause significant differences in 
the synthetic seismogram. Figure 2.6 shows, however , that the source finite-
ness does not make nearly as la rge a difference as in the flat layer case. 'Ne 
suspect that the source time fun ction and the st ru ctme are the primary deter-
minants of the seismogram. and we do not know the 3-D structure well enough 
to uniqueiy determine t he time function from the El Centro record. \ \lith just 
the one station used in this study, the sou rce finiteness is difficult to investi-
gate. 
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The good agreement bet,,"een the data and the synt heti c seismogram 
shows that incorporating t he knO\\"n 2-D structure can lead to im proved pred-
iction of path effects on long-period strong-ground motion. 
2 .3 The San Fernando earthquake: forward modeling 
Strong motion records 
T he fill ed triangles in Figure 2.7 locate three-component accelerometers 
t hat recorded t he strong motions of the San Fernando earthquake along a 
north-south profile. Figure 2.8 sho""s the vertical, radial. and transverse velo-
cit ies recorded at t hese stations. The accelerat ions were integrated to ve loc i-
ties by EERL (1074). These records comprise profi le I in Liu and Heaton 
(108-1) . The absolute timing of t hese records is not known so they a re lined up 
relat ive to an early , high-frequency a rrival on the vert ical component that is 
probably a direct compressional \\"a\'e. 
Before discussing these motions in deLail. it is usefu l to rev iew the geologi-
cal structure along this profi le . A sc hematic cross-sect ion is given on t he bot-
tom of Figure 2.7. Figure 2.0 sho\\"s t he stratigraphy in this cross-section in 
more de tai l, wi th an inferred shear wave velocity structure below. The strat ig-
raphy is taken from Duke et al. (1071) , who reviewed the well logs and t he 
geological cross-sections in the li teratu re fo r this a rea. Many well logs have 
been recorded arou nd t he Los Ange les bas ins because of oil exploration and 















o 2 4 6 e 10 Mile 5 
Figure 2.7 l\1a.p and cross-section of the San Fernando region from Duke et. al. 
{1971 }. The epicenter is marked by a crOSS. The fi lled t.r iangles a re th e locat.ions of 
t.he st.rong-mot ion instrument.s used in this section. C ross-hatched areas s how surface 
exposure of bedrock. T he bottom of the basin for the profile A-A' is shown below. 
wh ere dashed portions show where the boundary is not known. Th e cross-section has 
ver eical exageration of 2:1. SFB indicates the San Fern ando basin , Sl\IM t.he Santa 
Monica mount.ains, LAB the Los Angeles basin , PVH the Palos Verdes hills , and PO 
t.h e P acific ocean . 
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Velocity Records (0 ) 
1971 San Fernando Earthquake 
Vertical Rad ia I 
(b) Smoothed Vel oci ty Records 
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Figure 2.8 (a) Velocity records of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake , taken from 
EERL (1974). The traces are aligned relative to a high-frequency , early arrival on the 
vertical component that is interpreted to be a direct compressional wave. Amplitude 
is given in cm/ sec. The station names are listed at the far left. The stations are 
sbown in order of increasing epicentral distance, but the actual station spacing is 
irregular . (b) Smoothed velocity records . The records shown in (a) are convolved by 
a gaussian pulse about one second wide to filter out frequencies that cannot be prop-
erly handled by the finite-difference grid. 
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STRATIGRAPHIC CROSS- SECTION 
STRUCTURAL CROSS - SECTION 
S 
*0 4 .0 
8. [3'4.2 
30 km 
Figure 2.9 Stratigraphic and structural cross-section of the profile from the San 
Ga.briel mounta.ins on t he left, across the San Fernando basin , the Santa Monica 
mountains , and the Los Angeles basin , to the Palos Verdes hills on the right. The 
s'ratigraphy is after Duke et al. (1971) , and the velocities and density are also mostly 
derived from Duke et al. (1971). The heavy vertical lin es in the stratigraphy diagram 
indicate the location of well logs used by Duke et al. (1971) to construct the model. 
Only the shear wave velocity is shown, the compressional wave velocity and the den-
sity corresponding to each shear wave velocity are given in Table 2.2. The encircled 
letters B, D, I, and S correspond to the locations of the bottommost , deep, intermedi-
ate, and shallow sources discussed in the text. The triangles along the surface mark 
the location of t he receivers for the finite difference seismograms. The vertical exag-
geration is 2: 1. 
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Table 2.2: Velocity and density struc ture for the cross-section 
in the middle of the San Fernando basin 
P-wave S-wave Density 
velocity velocity 
1.2 O.G 1.7 
2.0 1.1 1.8 
2.5 1.4 1.9 
3.1 1.8 2.1 
4.3 2.5 2.3 
5.5 3.2 2.5 
6.1 3.5 2.7 
6.9 4.0 2.9 
7.3 4.2 2.9 
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conducted numel'Ous small-sc al e refraction surveys to find the near-sui'face 
compressional wave ve locity profi le, \\ 'ieh knowledge of the composition of the 
rocks at depth, t he shear wave velocity can also be reliably estimated , Near 
surface values of the attenuation opera tor Q have also been pl'Ovided by Duke 
et al. (1971), 
Although the structure wi t hi n t he San Fern ando and Los Angeles basi ns 
along t his profi le can be reliably estimated fl'Om t he above study, the structure 
below the basins is less well kn my n since, unfortunately, the well logs stop as 
soon as they encounter the basement rock, Below the basins, we use t he struc-
ture given in Kanamori and f-fa dle~D (1975) for compressiona l waves, and 
assume that Vp jV, is J3, Tab le 2,2 gives the compressional wave velocity 
and density associated with each shea r " 'ave velocity shown in Figure 2,9, 
The motions sho,,'n in Figure 2.8 appear to correlate with the geologic 
setting in which they were recorded. \\'ithin t he San Fernando basin . a train 
of surface waves develop with an apparent velocity of 1 km jsec, On the Santa 
Monica mou ntains, t.he surface wans disappear and the amplitude falls by a 
factor of two. In the Los Angeles basin. the surface wave is again present with 
an even slower apparent velocity. Near the ocean, in t he Palos Verdes hills, 
the surface wave is stil l present, but the amplitude has dropped more rapidly 
than geometric spreading would predict . These are the patterns we will 
attempt to understand by forw ard modeli ng with the FD technique. 
Before forward modeling " 'ith a technique that assumes two-dimensiona l 
symmet ry, we will ve rify that t he se ismic energy in the records is not 
significantly late rally reflected . Vidale (1\)86) uses comp lex polari zat ion 
analysis that is an ex tension of t he method of ~dontalbetti and K anasewich 
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(1970) to examine the three-component records for this profile of records from 
the San Fernando earthquake. Because the method works in the complex 
domain, ellip tically as well as linearly polarized data may be interpreted. This 
analysis finds the strike of propagation for the Love and Rayleigh waves. The 
strike may be obtained because the Love wave is linearly polarized transverse 
to the direction of propagation , and the Rayleigh wave in elliptically polarized 
in the plane that contains the vertical and the propagation directions. 
The analysis in Vidale (198(;) shows that the energy in this particular 
profile is traveling within 15° of radially outward from the source. This sug-
gests that despite the three-dimensional nature of the basins, the geometry 
may be approximated by a two-dimensional model with useful results. vVe 
should note, however, that although the energy in this profile travels radially 
out from the source to the receiver, amplitude attenuation due to geometrical 
spreading depends on the curvature of the wavefront, so the amplitude may 
vary somewhat due to three-dim ensiona l effects even if the energy path is not 
late rally deflected. 
To match the frequency limitations of the FD algorithm, we low-pass 
filter the data. The FD method can only pmpagate energy with ten or more 
grid points per wavelength, so to properly treat high frequenci es, more grid 
points and therefore more computation is requi red . Figure 2.8b shows the 
filtered ve rtical, radial, and transverse ve locities that will be addressed in this 
modeling study. The peak velocities and waveforms are not strongly altered 
by this filter. The acce lerations, on the other hand, are too high-frequency to 
model with the FD code in the way we model the velocities. 
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Review of source parameters 
The San Fel'l1ando earthquake has also been t he subject of studies that 
concent rated on other data sets, namely the teleseismic body waves, the s ur-
face waves, the location of preshocks and aftershocks , and the stat ic displace-
ments. These studies will help us estimate the source parameters. First, we 
wi ll briefly review these studies to help li mit and clarify some of the uncertain-
ties. 
T he seismicity studies (Allen et aI. , 1973 , \Vhitcomb et aI. , 1973) reveal a 
relative ly diITuse zone of aftershocks "'ith a combination of thrust and left-
late ral strike-slip mechanisms. B~D locating the mainshock relative to well-
located afte rshocks recorded on a temporarily deployed array, \Vhi tcomb et al. 
(H)73) pl ace the hypocenter at a depth of 8 kms at 34 ° 24.7' Nand 
11 8° 2'1.0' \ \1, with the mechan ism listed in T ab le 2.3. The er!"Ors in hypo-
central depth are conservat ively estim ated at ± 8 km vertically and ± 4 km 
horizontally. T he aftershocks suggest that the plane of faulting dipped 3.5° to 
t he north down to 8 km depth, belo\\' \I"h ich t he fault plane dipped 50° . 
Examination of the static di splace ments due to t he earthquake (Alewine, 
1974) reve als dist ri buted slip f!"Om near the surface t o a depth of about 14 km 
along the north dipp ing faul t plane. The portion of the fault from the surface 
down to 5 km depth underwent about ·5 m of sl ip, and the segment from 10 to 
14 km depth shows 2-5 m slip. and t here may be an area of less sl ip f!"Om 5 to 
10 km depth. The greater the dept h, however, the worse the resolu tion of 
static analysis. The long-period moment is estimated to be between 1.0 and 
2.2 X 1026 dyne-em in t his analysis . 
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The 15-60 sec fundamental Rayleigh waves generated by the San Fer-
nando earthquake are analyzed b~D A lewine (1074), and given the strike and 
dip suggested by Whitcomb et aL (11)73), t he moment is found to be 1.7 X 1l~S 
dyne-em, Half the moment release is found to be at depths of about 3-8 km 
and the other half of the moment release is below about 10 km, 
The teleseismi c body wave studies (Langston, 1978, and Heaton, 1982) use 
records from long-period \ V'vVSS N stations to find the mechanism and longer-
period (5-30 second period) faul t ing history in tim e and space, The short-
period vV\VSSN records are al so examined in the search for higher frequency 
(0,5-3,0 second period) details of the faulting history (Hanks, 1075, and Langs-
ton, 1978), 
Both Langston (1078) and Heaton (1082) find a double source, There is a 
source at 10-15 km depth with a moment 0,,5 X 1l~S dyne-em and there is a 
shallower source with a shallower dip that also has a moment of 0,5 X 1026, 
The two sources are found to have a slightly different st rikes and the shallower 
source dips less, as shown in Table 2,3, vVhen Heaton (1982) attempts to 
model t he near-in records and static data as well as the teleseismic data. his 
estimate of the total moment rises to 1.7 X 1l~S dyne-em. Figure 2.10 sum-
marizes the results from the teleseismic modeling of Langston (1978) and Hea-
ton (1082), 
The work of both Langston (1918) and Hanks (1975) suggest t hat the first 
pulse of short-period energy originated about 12 km below t he su rface. If t he 
pulse of energy came from the h~DpocenterI which was on the fault plane as 
defined by the aftershocks. t he location from vVhitcomb et aL (1973) would 
have to be in error by 4 km vertica lly and 4 km horizontally. Some of the 
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Table 2.3: Source parameters of the San Fernando earthquake 
St udy Strike Dip Rake Depth Moment 
lvlethod X 1026dyne_cm 
Single Source 
\Vhit com h(l 973) 5-.0 - I 52° 72° 8 km 
First motions 
Alewine(J 974) - 57° 53° 72° 0-14 km 1.0-2 .2 
Static displacements 
Al ewine(J (74) -57° 53° 55- 82° 0- 15 km 1.7 
Surface waves 
Multiple Sources 
LRngston(1978) _79° 44° 80° 15 km 0.53 
Teleseismic records -80° 18° 95° 10 km 0.32 
La ngston (1978) _70° 53° 75° 8- 15 km 0.41 
Teleseismic records -80° 29° 90° 0- 10 km 0.45 
Heaton (1982) -70° 54° 75° 3- 15 km 0.7 
combined study - 75° 45° 90° 0-10 km 1.0 
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RESULTS FROM TELESEISM Ie 
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Figure 2.10 Schematic summary of results from teleseismic body wave studies. 
Langston (1976) interprets the faulting of the San Fernando earthquake as two point 
sources in (a) and as two finite segments in (b). Heaton (1982) combines the telese-
ismic data, near-field data on hard rock sites, and static data to find the two non-
intersecting finite fault segments shown in (c). The details of these models may be 
found in Table 2.3. 
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short-period \V\ VSSN records, ho\\"ever, indicate a small precursor about 2 
seconds before the initi al large pulse, so perhaps t he hypocenter and the loca-
tion of the short-period energy release are not coincident. 
In this study, we find that a poi nt source at a 10 km depth with the 
mechanism of Heaton's deep sourc e (\\"h ich nearly identical to Langston's deep 
source) can explain most of the data. The sensitivity of our modeling to 
changes in source depth and mechanism are discussed below. 
Numerical models of the strong motions 
\Ve use the t\\"o-dimensiona l FD SH and P-SV algori thms described in 
Chapter 1 and Clayton and Vida le (H)86 ), and Vidale and Clayton (19813) to 
calculate the Green's fu nct ions. For example, t he tangential motions for a 
point dislocat ion source can be obtai ned b:--, evaluating equations (30) and (31) 
in Chapte r 1. The fun ction D (t) is the far- fi eld time history (this term is 
written out at dMo (t) / cit in equation (30)) , whi ch is the temporal derivat ive 
of the dislocation time fun ction. Estimates of D can be obtained in a variety 
of ways. This FD procedure does not hand le the near-field terms properly at 
small hori zontal distances, but num erical checks indicate accurate results 
beyond about 10 km for a source at a depth of 10 km . 
The Green's functions for imp ulsive strike-slip and dip-slip sources at the 
four locations shown in Figure 2.9 are disp layed in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. The 
ranges indicated on the left are approximate and correspond to fixed posit ions 
at t he surface as indicated in Figure 2.9, and are appropdate for the deepest 
source. Note that the shallower sources are located furthe r to the south. The 
change in pola ri ty for the fi rst stat.ion fo r t he source S indicates that the 
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Figure 2.11 Green's fun cLions for Lh e transverse component of velocity with 3 and 6 
km source depths, labeled S and I on Figure 2 .9, The sLrike-s lip case corresponds LO 
A ~ = 1 and A 5 = 0, and the dip-s lip case corresponds to A 4 = 0 and A 5 = 1. 
Mom enL scaling is discussed ill the te,d, Th e source time fun ction is impulsive, and 
Lhe fr equen cy contenL is limited by the seismic Q of 25. 
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10 km DEPTH SOURCE 
Strike -Slip em/sec Dip-Slip em/sec 
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Figure 2.12 Green's fun ctions for the transverse component of velocity with the 10 
and 14 km source depths, labeled D and B on Figure 2.9. The strike-slip case 
corresponds to A 4 = 1 and A 5 = 0, and t he dip-slip case corresponds to A 4 = ° and 
A 5 = 1. Moment scaling is discussed in the text. Th e source t ime fun ction is impul-
sive, and Lhe frequency conte nt is limited by the seismic Q of 25. 
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source IS actually south of the fi rst receiyer. However, we are only inte rested 
in these solutions at t he large r distances where the near-field te rms can be 
neglected. A seism ic attenuation Q of 2·) is assumed; this value falls within 
t he wide range of Q's reported by Duke et al. (107l). A mom ent of 1l~S 
dyne-em is used for the 10 km source depth. To compare amplitudes between 
different dept hs, we hold ADo rather t han the moment IIADo constant to 
avoid the strong tendency to generate large r seismic motions in softer material. 
The Love waves dominate t he motions for t he dip-slip case at all depths 
whereas the direct S arrivals are more noticeable in the strike-slip case, espe-
cially at the greater depths. T hese features may be understood in terms of 
ve rt ical radiation patterns. The strike-sl ip pattern radiates most of the energy 
horizont.ally , which appears as di rect body waves, while the dip-slip pattern 
tends to radiate energy verticall~·K wh ere it can be trapped to form surface 
waves. The strike-s lip A ~ coefli cient from equation (16) is about 10 times 
large r than the dip-slip .A 5 coefficient in both Langston's (1078) and Heaton's 
(1082) sol ution for the deep sou rce . Heaton's shallow source is also dominated 
by t he strike-slip solution but Langston's shallow source is about one-third 
com posed of the dip-slip solution. For these reasons, we have cond ucted most 
of our sensitivity studies wi t h the strike-slip case. Velocity domain seismo-
grams generated from the above FD Green's fun ctions are shown in Figure 
2.13b. Seismograms for a flat- layered approximation to the deep basin struc-
ture are bcluded in Figure 2.1 3a for comparison. 
These synthetic seismograms for a flat structure a re sensitive to the 
source dep th in both amplitude and waveform. The sha llowest source excites 
large, slow Love waves, and would make even larger, higher-frequency waves 
(a) 
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Figu re 2.13 (oJ FD seismograms for the transverse component of velocil.)' for the 
model with fiat layers of the thickness and velocities appropriat.e for the middle of the 
San Fernando basin in Figure 2.9, listed in Table 2.2. The source has a gaussia.n time 
funetion 4.0 seconds in width that is shown in Figure 2.1 'lc. The mechanism is 
st.rike-slip and the moment is 1l~S dyne-em. The locations of the shallow, intermedi-
ate , and deep sources are indicated in Figure 2.9. Velocities are in em / sec . (b) Finite 
dilTerence veJoc ity seismograms for the model shown in Figure 2.9. The source has 
the same gaussian time function 4.0 seconds in width as (aJ. The mechanism is 
strike-slip. The location of the shallow, intermediate, and deep depth sources are 
indicated in Figure 2.9. 
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were it not for the strong damping due to the Q of 2.5. Even considering the 
inefficiency of the shallow source in exciting radiation along this profile, 0.1 X 
1M~S dy ne-em of moment in the shallow source would suffice to generate waves 
as large as those observed. The shallow source creates such large waves for 
two reasons; first, the softer material near the surface allows larger velocities 
to develop for a given moment than the stiffer material at greater depth, and 
second, the shallower source can tmp a larger portion of its energy as surface 
waves. The direct div ing 'rave has a negligible amplitude compared to the 
surface wave for all but the t,,·o closest stations. The medium-depth source 
generates smaller seismic waves, and excites surface waves with a range of 
velocities. The direct arrival is distinct for all ranges , whereas the deep source 
produces predominantly a dil'ect dh'ing wave. Surface waves do not contri-
bute much energy to t he records for the intermediate and deep sources. It is 
clear that for this flat-layered geometry. the shallow source generates much 
more surface motion per unit moment than the intermediate and deep sources. 
The moments of 1-2 X 1026 d,' ne-cm found by the studies in Table 2.3, placed 
at the intermediate or deep depth can roughly explain the peak velocities 
observed. 
The waveforms from the more realistic structure, Figure 2.13b, are more 
complicated than in the flat-layered case. Sources at all depths can excite 
noticeable surface waves in both basins. This result arises because direct 
energy incident on the edges of the basin can be trapped by the basins much 
more efficiently than the direct waves can tunnel into the flat layers. The 
shallow source still excites larger motions on the surfa.ce, again largely because 
the slower medium generates larger amplitude waves, and also because the 
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shallow source is closer to t he basin edge, allowing a larger percentage of its 
energy t o be trapped. The source at 14 kill depth produces seismograms very 
simil ar to those of the source at 10 km depth, except for a smaller amplitude , 
which is due to the fas te r velocity at the deeper dept h. 
The surface waves that are t raveling wi thin the San Fernando basin can, 
to some extent, tunnel across the Santa Monic a mountains to enter the Los 
Angeles basin. Significant energy also must be reradiated as body wave energy 
when the surface waves reach the far side of the basins. Little energy reverses 
direction and travels back to the nor th in the basins. The peak amplitudes of 
the ve locity traces are greater for t he realist.ic structure than for the flat-
layered structure in the San Fernando basin. bu t the reverse is true in the 
Santa Monica mount ains. In the Los Angeles bas in. the peak amplitudes are 
less than in the flat- layered case because the receivers are in the shadow of the 
mountains, for the case of 3 and G kill deep sources. The 10 kill deep source, 
howeve r, exci tes the Los Angeles basin with a direct S wave, which is mOI'e 
efficiently converted to surface \\'aVes in the rea listic than the flat-layered 
geometry. 
Note that the seismograms for the 10 km source depth begin to show 
many of t he characteristics of the data displayed in Figure 2.8, that is , 
red uced amplitude with simple direct pulses at t he ridge and significant SUl'-
face wave arrivals in each bas i n. The source at G km depth matches the data 
nearly as well, but has too much energy in surface waves compared to direct 
waves. For t he rest of t he paper we will consider only the point dislocation 
source at 10 km depth. Ivlost probably, the source was actually finite, but 
most of the effect of source finiteness may be included in the source time 
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funct ion. \ Vhat cannot be incl uded is most li kely much less significant t han 
the effect of t he structure, which is t he focus of this paper. 
The FD seismograms in Figure 2.12 suggest that the body wave appears 
at the ridge with a t ime func t ion very similar to the source time function. 
The waveform of the t ransverse component at the ridge station D068 is shown 
in ve locity and displacement in Figure 2.14. The displacement t race shows 
two strong pulses of energy. Heaton 's (UlS2) source model predicts a strong 
second arrival with a 4-second time delay , while Langston (1978) finds a value 
of 4.9 seconds. Both models appear to fit the observations at the ridge quite 
wel l. The relative amplitude ra t io of the two pulses appear to favor the 
Langston source model, whi ch is given in Table 2.3. One possible strategy at 
this point would be to add the seeonda ry source and make adjustments in the 
source t ime description. Another approach t hat might be called an "empirica l 
source model"' is to assume that the disp lacement record D068 is t he best pos-
sible source description in this pa rticular direction and use it to predict the 
other se ismograms. This empiri cal approach is adopted and the FD seismo-
grams wi th the empirical source model are presented in Figure 2.15. The 
moment, which is difficult to control because the long-period information is 
absent from the data, is set so that the ampli t ude matches between the station 
D068 and the synthet ic at that range. \\Then a cluster of stations are at nearly 
the same range, only one representative trace is p lotted. 
In Fi;:,ure 2.15 , the agreement between the data and the FD seismograms 
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Figure 2.14 The calculation of an empirical source time function for the deep source. 
(a) shows the observed transverse velocity pu lse at the Santa Monica mountains sta-
tion DOB8. (6) shows the disp lacement pulse at station DOBS. Predict ions of secon-
dary arr;vals by Heaton (1982) and Langston (1978) are indicated by the H and L 
above the trace. (c) shows the gaussian time function assumed in the construction of 
the synthetics shown in Figure 2. 13. 
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Empir ical Sou rce Time Funct ion 
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Figure 2.1.5 Compa rison of filt·ered data with FD se ismograms comput.ed wit,h the 
empirical t;ime funct ion shown in Figure 2.14 for t he t ransverse component· of nlo-
cit)'. Th e heavy traces show the data, with the st,at,ion name t.o t,he left and the 
amp litud e in cm/ sec to the righ t. Th e light traces show the FD seismogl'ams. with 
the ra.nge in km to t he left and the ampli tude to the right . The FD seismograms 
assume a poin t, source at the location D (10 km dept,h) ill Figure 2 .9; they are com-
put,ed with t,he structure shown in Figure 2.9, and a q of 25 is assumed. Th e FD 
amplitudes are normalized so that the amplitude of the synthetic seismogram at the 
ridge station (30 km ) matches that, of station DOBS. 
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The P-SV molions can be simulated by constructing Green 's functions as 
for the SI-I case except that three rather than two fundamental fault orienta-
tions a re required. These responses for the assumed two-dimensional structure 
and 10 km deep source are given ill figure 2.1G. As discussed earlier , the vert-
ic al radiation patterns strongly influence the relative body-wave to surface-
wave ratios. The strike-slip A. J ' clip-slip A 2' and 45° dip-slip A 3 factors in 
equation (lG) are all significant for the deep source mechanisms of Heaton 
(1082) and Langston (1078). The .t1 3 or component actually dominates, as 
might be expected for a mostly thrust event, because A 3 is slightly larger than 
A J and Kt1~I and the amplitudes of the Green's fun ctions fo r A 3 are larger 
than t hose of A J and A. 2' 
The FD seismograms are compa red with the data for the vertic al and 
rad ial components in figures 2.17 ancl 2.18. Again, when a cluster of stations 
are at nearl y the same range, only one representative trace is plotted. The 
aJllplitude of the synthetic seismograms is determined from the SH scaling 
described above. The match in timing is somewhat arbitrary since there is no 
absolute timing for t he data. 
The match in amplitude between the P-SV synthetic velocities and the 
data is good. In addition, the duration of shaking in the San F ern ando basin 
and the waveforms at the start of the record in the Los Angeles basin are also 
well-modeled using the empirical time function. As in the SI-I case, the Santa 
Monica mountains produce a strong decrease in the amplitude of the velocity 
traces , and both basins apparently convert the direct waves into surface 
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F igure 2.16 Vertica l an d rad ial Green 's fun ctions for t.he deep sou rce , labeled D (10 
km dep th) on Figure 2.9 . Th e strik e-slip case corresponds to A I = 1, A ~ = 0, and 
A 3 = O. The dip-slip case corresponds to A. I = 0, A ~ = 1, and A 3 = O. The 45° 
cl ip-slip case conesponds to A 1= 0, A 2 = 0, and A. 3 = 1. Th e momen t for each 
G reen 's fun ct ion is 1M~R dyne-cm. T he frequency content is limited most ly by the 
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Figure 2.l 7 Com parison of filt ered d ata. with FD se ismograms comp uted wit.h t,he 
empirical t.im e funet,ion shown in Figure 2.14 for the ve rt.ieal com ponent of ve loe it,y. 
Th e heavy tmees show t he cl at,a, wiU, t he station name to t·he left and t he amplitude 
in em / sec to t,he righ t, The light traces s how the FD seismograms, wit.h t,he range in 
km t o t,he left an d the ampli tud e t,o the right. Th e FD seismograms assume a point 
source at t.he location D (10 km depth) in Figu re 2.9; they a re comput,ed with the 
st,ru eture show n in F igure 2.9 , and a Q of 2-5 is assumed. The ampli tu des of the FD 
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Figure 2.1R Comparison of filtered data with FD seismograms computed with the 
empirical time function shown in Figure 2.14 for the radial component of velocity. 
The heavy traces show the data, with t he station name to the left and the amplitude 
in em/ sec to the right . The light traces show the FD seismograms, with the range in 
km to the left and the amplitude to t,he right. The FD seismograms assume a point 
source at the location D (10 km depth) in F igure 2.9 ; they are compu ted with t he 
structure shown in Figure 2.9 , and a Q of 25 is assumed. The amplitudes of the FD 
seismograms are consistent with those for the transverse component in Figure 2.15. 
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Only two troublesome problems appear in the forward model ing of the 
San Fernando records. First , the small amount of shallow moment release in 
our model is in conflict with observations of 1 meter of thrust motion meas-
ured at the surface (Alewine, 1(74), as well as the suggestions of Heaton 
(1982), Langston (1978) and Alewine (1974) of significant shallow moment 
release. In our model, sources at betwee n 6 and 14 km depths excite basins in 
a similar way, so it is only in the top 5 km that we would exclude significant 
moment release. The half-space model of Heaton (1982) and the layered model 
of Langston (1978) overestimate the velocity near the surface, so a smaller 
moment would serve to excite the same energy in the seismic waves given the 
correct lower velocities. Also, it is possible that the energy radiated from the 
shallow port ion of the fault is absorbed by some mechanism such as decou-
piing of t he two sides of the fault plane or very low Q in the region , but these 
expl anat ions are not likely. The main point of this paper is that the relative 
amplitudes and duration of s haking across basins can be explained with FD 
modeling, and the details of faul t ing in our model are secondary. 
The second problem may be seen in Figures 2.17 and 2.18, where the Ray-
leigh wave created in the San Fernando basin leaps across the Santa Monica 
mountains and has a much larger amplitude in the Los Angeles basin than is 
seen in the data. \Ve have tried rat her extreme structures such as more 
separation be tween the basins and different kinds of edges on the basins, but 
the Rayleigh waves simply are better at tunneling across the mountains than 
the Lo\'e waves, and it is diflicult to match the data. Three-dimensional 
effects may be responsible for this problem. Since this profile skirts the west 
edge of the Los Angeles basin, the Rayleigh waves jumping the mountains will 
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be refracted into the slower material in the center of the basin and the ampli-
t ude of these Rayleigh waYes at stations HIl8 and S257 may be small. An 
altel'l1 ative explanation may be that the velocity model for the San Fernando 
basin has too t hick a column of slow sediments . In the model , t he same 3-5 
second period surface waves are excited in both t he San Fel'l1ando and Los 
Angeles basins, suggesting that t he San Fernando basin model should have a 
thinner layer of slow sediments. In the data, it appears that the surface waves 
are shorter period in the San F ernando basin than the Los Angeles basin. If 
the two basins had distinctly different resonant frequencies, the surface wave 
from t he San Fernando basin \\"Quld not excite t he Los Angeles basin as much. 
T he peak amp litude comparison between the data and the FD synthet ics 
is summ al"ized in Figure 2.19. T he malch is seen to be very good. \Ve did not 
deviate from the ve locity model found from Duke et al. (1971) to keep this as 
much of a forward-modeling exercise as possible. \Ve feel as a forward-
modeling exercise, this simulation has been successful. 
2.4 The San Fernando earthquake: 
implications for estimating strong motions 
In this section, we examine closely-spaced synthetic SH seismograms for 
the two-ci:mensional profile from San Fernando to Palos Verdes and regression 
curves for ampl itude and duration. Then we study a revel"Sed profi le that 
3..."'5umes an event on the Ne"'port- Inglewood fau lt rather than on the fault 
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Figure 2.1 9 Peak velocity attenuation with distance. The filled circ les show the 
peak velocity of the smoothed data versus offset. The line shows the attenuation for 
the FD simulation of the motions. 
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attenuation and durat.ion of shaking result. 
For insight int.o the creation and destruction of the surface waves at the 
edges of the basins, the envelope of t.he velocity seismograms is shown in Fig-
me 2.20. In this and the rest of the figures, a sketch of the basins and moun-
tains is included at the bott.om for location. \-\le use the same sOlll'ce location 
and empirical t ime function as we did for the previous synthetics seismograms. 
The first arrival in the seismograms displayed in Figures 2.15 and 2.20 is the 
direct SH wave. The direct wave advances slightly at the Santa Monica 
mountains because of the faster material at the surface. In both the San Fer-
nando basin and the Los Angeles basin. the direct SH wave incident upon the 
edge of the basin nearest the epicenter produces a stll'face wave train (Love 
waves) that crosses the basin then convert.s back to body waves. 
Some energy from the Love "'ave in the San Fernando basin converts to a 
body wave with a rapid apparent velocit.y across the Santa Monica mountains, 
then partially converts back to a surface wave in the Los Angeles basin. This 
arrival may be thought of as surface wave energy that has tunneled across the 
mountains. The surface wave generated by the direct SH pulse, however, is 
stronger than the tunneling surface wave for this source location and mechan-
ism. 
Duration of shaking and attenuation 
vVith0ut a method for propagating t he seismic energy across the laterally 
varying structure, one would have to resort to more empirical methods for 
determining the expected dtll'at ion and ampli t ude of shaking. Joyner and 
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Figure 2.20 A seismic section of the envelope of the t ransverse component of velo-
city across the San Fernando and Los Angeles basins. The same source is used as in 
Figure 2.15. The major geologic structures are sketched below the section, wh ere 
SFB indicates the San Fernando basin, SMM the Santa Monica mountains, and LAB 
th e Los An geles basin. 
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of sizes to dete rmine an empirical law for the decrease in peak amplitude of 
seismic waves "'ith distance from an earthquake. Figure 2.21 shows the 
observed fall-off in amplitude with distance for the radial and transverse com-
ponents of the San Fernando records compared with Joyner and Boore's (1981) 
empirical velocity curves for hard rock and soft rock sites. Although the 
curves pass through much of the data, and the soft rock curve predicts the 
amp li fication in the San Fernando basin fairly well, t he Los Angeles basin 
ampl ifies seismic waves about twice as much as predicted. 
The data must be filtered before comparison with t he FD seismogram 
ampl it udes. The filtered and unfiltered data are compared in Figure 2.22, 
where it may be seen that filtering makes little difference. If filtered and 
unfiltered acce lerations rathe r than velocities were being compared, significant 
differences would appear because the frequencies at which peak accelerations 
are observed are presently too high for the FD method to propagate t he energy 
50 km to the more distant receivers . 
The comparison between the fi lte red data and the FD seismograms for t he 
four depths of sources, B, D, 1, and S, displayed in Figure 3 is shown in F igure 
2.23. Sources at all four depths produce similar amplitude fall-off with dis-
tance, and the shallowest source produces the most motion for a given 
moment, as was noted in the last section. From Figure 2.23, it is difficult to 
distinguish at which depth most of the moment release occurred because the 
patterns J.re so simil ar . 
The duration of shaking for large earthquakes has been examined by Tri-
funac and Brady (1975). The shaking is defined to start once 5% of the total 
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Figure 2.21 The peak amplitudes of the radial and vertical velocity traces plotted 
against the curve from Joyner and Boore (1982) for hard and soft rock sites. The 
major geologic structu res are sketched below the section, where SFB indicates the San 
Fernando basin , S11M the Santa Monica mountains, and LAB the Los Angeles basin. 
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Figure 2.22 The peak amplitudes of the raw and smoothed t ransverse and radial 
velocity data are compared versus offset. The smoothed data have been convolved 
with a smooth pulse of half-width 0.2 seconds before measurement of the peak velo-
city because the FD synthetics are similarly smoothed. T he major geologic structures 
are sketched below the section , where SFB indicates the San Fernan do basin , SMM 
the Santa 110nica moun tains, and LAB the Los Angeles basin . 
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Figure 2.23 The peak amplitudes of the smoothed transverse data are com pared 
with the peak amplitudes of th e FD synthetics for the sources at points S, I , D, and 
W on Figure 2.9. The FD seismograms assume a moment of 1026 dyne-em and use the 
empirical time func t ion. The momen t is held fixed as the depth varies, unlike in Fig-
ures 2.11 and 2.12, where the faul t area times the slip was fixed. Th e mechanism is 
purely strike-slip . The major geologic structures are sketched below the section , 
where SFB indicates t he San Fernando basin , SMM the Santa Monica moun tains, and 
LAB the Los Ange les basin . 
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squared. The shaking is defined to stop once 9S% of the energy has arrived. 
In Figure 2.24, the duration of shaking predicted by Trifunac and Brady 
(197S) is compared with the duration actually measured from the records. 
Two of the stations shown in Figme 2.8 (HUS and S2(7) have been omitted 
because the total leng th of the record is less than the duration of shaking of 
the neighboring stations. The shaking at the hard rock sites at Pacoima dam 
and in the Santa Ivlonica moun tains fol lows the hard rock curve of Trifunac 
and Brady (1975), but the shaking in t he basin is seen to significantly excee d 
the predictions of the in te rmediate and soft rock curves. 
Before the data and the FD seismograms are compared for duration of 
shaking, we prefer to redefine shaking as the time between the 10th and 90th 
percentiles in energy rather than between the 5 th and t he 9Sth percentiles, 
which tends to captm e too much of the smaller reverberations late in the 
record , as may be verified by comparing the measured durations plotted in 
Figure 2.24 with the records show n in Figure 2.8 . Also, the smoothed data is 
used fo r compari son with the FD simulations, but there is littl e difference in 
the dmation of shaking between the raw and the smoothed data. 
Figure 2.25 shows the comparison of duration of shaking between the 
smoothed data and the FD sim ulation. The 10 and 14 km depth somces 
closely mimi c the pat tern observed in the data, but the 3 and G km depth 
sources do not show the observed decline in duration of shaking in the Santa 
Monica mountains. 
There is a dilemma if we use on ly a single point source to model the 
trans,'erse data. The deep sources produce the correct pattern of amp litudes 
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Figu re 2.24 The duration of shaking measured with the definition of Trifunac and 
Brady (1975) for the smoothed radial and transverse components of velocity data are 
compared with the standard curves for soft, intermediate, and hard rock sites from 
Trifunac and Brady (1975). Three stat ions are omitted from this plot because the 
length of time recorded is very close to the estimated duration of shaking, which sug-
gests t hat if the instruments recorded data longer, the estimated duration of shaking 
would be longer. The major geologic structures are sketched be low the section, wh ere 
SFB indicates the San Fernando basin, SMM the Santa Monica mountains, and LAB 
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Figure 2.2·; The duration of shak ing for the smoothed transverse velocity data is 
compared with the durat ion of shaking for strike-slip point sources with the empi rical 
time functions located at points S, I, D, and Won Figure 2.9. The shaking measure 
of Trifunac and Brady (1975) , which started when 5% of the ene rgy had arrived , and 
stopped when 95% of the energy had arrived is modified to a 10% / 90% criterion for 
this plot. The 5% / 95% criter ion is undesirably sensitive to small amplitude coda at 
the end of the record. The major geologic structures are sketched below the section , 
where SFB indicates t.he San Fernando basin , SlvlM the Santa Monica mountains , and 
LAB the Los Angeles basin . 
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and Al ewine (1\)74) find a component of shallow moment release . The shallow 
sources produce a duration of shaking at the Santa Monica mountains that is 
too long . Some small component of shallow moment release t hat contributes 
significantly to the motions in the San Fernando basin may be all owed, but is 
overwhelmed by the motions from the main, deeper part of the fau lting in the 
mountains and in the Los Angeles basin. 
'Ne have shown that we can, in hindsight, predict the pattern of 
ampli fication and dUl'at ion of shaking produced by an earthquake on the San 
Gabriel front al fault system, namely, t he San Fernando earthquake of 1971. If 
we had used a flat-l ayered velocity model, a simil ar pattern of amplitude and 
duration of shaking would be expected for any SOurce in the area with the 
same epicentral depth. The on ly vari ation would be due to variations in 
mechanism. A mOre sophisticated scheme for predicting earthquake motions is 
to record earthquakes and explosions from NT S, for example (Rogers et aI., 
1984). One then computes ave rage site responses and assumes that the site 
amp lification is relatively indepe ndent of the range and azimuth to the seismic 
source. Next , we synt hesize a sollJ'ce. under t he Los Angeles basin in the velo-
city cross-section given in Figure 2.9 , effectively reve rsi ng t he profile of strong 
motions examined above, and compare the pattern of amplification and dura-
tion to that of the San Fernando earthquake. To anticipate, we will find that 
t he patte rn of duration of shaking can be significantly diffe rent and the pat-
tern of a:uplification is crudely the same, but can be in error by a factor of 
two for significant areas. This sim ulation is for the 0.1-1.0 Hertz frequency 
range , however, so further study would be necessary to extend to results to the 
2-20 Hertz range that is of the most inte rest to eart hquake engineers. 
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A seismic section of the envelope of t he transverse component of velocity 
across t he San F ernando and Los Angel es basins is shown in Figure 2.213 for 
the southern source. The empirical time fu nction of Figure 2.14 is convolved 
wi th an impulsive st rike-slip Green's fun ct ion. The zone of low values at a 
range of about 38 km marks t he hypocenter of the earthquake. The values are 
low there because the fau lt ing mechanism is strike-slip, which has a node for 
both compressional and shear energy in the vertical direction. This southern 
source is between the Newport-Inglewood and the Palos Verde faults. 
Th e direct shear wave is the most prominent arrival in the Los Angeles 
basin. A Love wave trai n that is created by conversions from the direct shear 
wave a t the northern edge of the basi n is the next most prominent arrival. 
The energy converts to surface waves at the edge of t he basin rather th an 
directly above the source. This is because t he relative ly fiat layers above the 
source require energy to tunnel into the layers to form surface waves, but the 
abrupt edge of the basin bounces energy direct ly into surface waves in the 
basin , which is more eflici ent. The surface waves that trave rse the San F er-
nando basin convert from the direct shear body waves at the edge of the basin 
nearest the source, as t hey did in the case with the source to the north. 
The peak velocities produced by the FD simulation for the northern and 
southern sources divided by the peak velocity curve for a hard rock site from 
Joyner and Boore (H)81) are shown in Figure 2.27. A moment of 2 X 1l~S is 
assumed, :'tnd the Joyner-Boore curve uses a moment magnitude of 13.6 as is 
appropriate for the San Fernando earthqu ake . The recorded motions from the 
San Fernando earthquake are also shown . The sharp dip in t he amplitude 

















Figure 2.26 A seismic section of the envelope of the velocity across the San Fer-
nando and Los Angeles basins. The source is at R on the right side of the cross-
section and has a strike-slip mechanism. The major geologic structures are sketched 
below the section , where SFB indicates the San Fernando basin , SMM the Santa 
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Figure 2.27 The amplification factors are shown versus location in the profile. The 
amplification is the peak amplitude for the profiles corresponding to sources Rand D 
diyided by the predicted values from the hardrock curye of Joyner and Boore (1982). 
The peak amplitudes in the smoothed velocity records of the San Fernando earth-
quake are shown by the dotted line. A moment of 2 X 1026 dyne-em and a purely 
strike-slip mechanism is assumed and the empirical time function is used. The major 
geologic struct ures are sketched below the section, where SFB indicates the San Fer-
nando basin, SMM the Santa Monica mountains, and LAB the Los Angeles basin. 
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mechanism. The mechanism is also responsible for the dip in the curve for the 
northern source as it goes off the plot to the left. The origin for the horizontal 
axis corresponds to the surface break of the fault, as is defined for Joyner and 
Boore's (1()81) peak velocity curve, although the source is placed 10 km further 
north in the FD simulation . The absolute amplitude is somewhat arbitrary 
because here we are using a purely strike-slip mechanism, while above we used 
a mechanism found by Langston (11)78) that radiates SH energy in this 
azimuth with only half the efficiency of the pure strike-slip case. 
The curves show that in the case of the source to the north of the basins, 
the San Fernando basin is more weakly excited, but the Los Angeles basin IS 
more strongly excited than in the case of the source to the south. This IS 
partly due to radiation pattern, but is also due to the ease with which the 
edge of a basin closest to the seismic source can trap body waves into surface 
waves. For both sources, the edge of the basin just on the far side of the 
Santa l'donica mountains registers the strongest peak velocity. This 
phenomenon of dipping layers trapping body waves is discussed in more detail 
in Section 2.2 above. 
The mountains in both cases shows a drop by a factor of 1.5 to 5 in peak 
ve locity over the basins to either side . The data from the San Fernando earth-
quake clearly follow the simulation of the source to the north, but bear little 
resem blance to the curve for the source to the south. 
A comparison of the duration of shaking for the profiles with the source 
to the north and to the south are shown in Figure 2.28. The duration is again 
defined to start when 10% of the energy has arrived and to stop when 90% of 
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Figure 2.28 The du ration of shaking using the 10% / 90% measu re defined in the 
text for t he profi les correspondin g to sources Rand D in Figure 2.9 are shown versus 
location in the profile. The duration of shaking in the smoothed velocity data is 
shown by the dashed line. A purely strike-slip mechanism is assum ed for both events 
and the empirical t ime fun ction is used. The major geologic st ructures are sketched 
below the section , where SFB ind icates the San Fern ando basin , SMM the Santa 
Monica mountains , and LAB the Los Angeles basin . 
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Santa Monica mountain sites, but also of the sites a short way into the basins 
where the surface waves have not yet had much change to disperse or separate 
from the shear direct wave. The curves are similar for the Los Angeles basin , 
where the surface waves are created at the northern end in each case. The 
trends for the San Fernando basin a re opposite, however, since for the north-
ern source the surface waves initiate at t he northern end, and for the southern 
source the surface waves initiate at the southern end of the basin. Again, the 
data follows the curve for the northern , but not the southern source. 
In summary, although there are simil arities between the patterns for the 
two sources, there are also important differences. In the worst case, the south-
ern end of the San Fernando basin, the duration predicted from the northern 
source is 22 seconds while the computed duration for the southern source is 9 
seconds and the predicted ampl ifi cat ion is a factor of 1 while the computed 
amplification is more than 2.5. The concept of site response, therefore, needs 
to be generalized to include both the location of the site and the location of 
the source. 
2.5 Conclusions 
Once the path effects are known, source characteristics may be examined 
with mor~ confidence. For the Borrego Mountain event, the teleseismic and 
long-period E l Centro records may both be explained primarily by a single 
point dislocation near a depth of 8 km. 
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The strong motions recorded within the San F ernando and Los Angeles 
basins during the San Fernando earthquake of 1971 can be largely understood 
by forward modeling with teleseismically determined source parameters 
through known structure with only two-dimensional variations in velocity and 
density. This modeling will accept less moment release shallower than the 5 
km depth than has been suggested in some previous studies, but this inconsis-
tancy might be reconci led if the fully three dimensional structure appropriate 
for closed basins is used in the FD calculation. The dramatic differences 
between using the laterally varying st ructure of Duke et al. (1971) and a flat-
layered structure rende l· it impossible to fi t the data from t he San Fernando 
earthquake with a flat-layered model. 
Strike-slip sources tend to produce stronger direct body waves and weaker 
surface waves relative to dip-slip and 45° dip-slip sources. The geometry of 
t he basin structure is also important in determining the attenuation of peak 
velocity along a profile. The mountains shadow the basins behind them 
against shallow surface waves, but t he edges of the basin nearest the earth-
quake tends to convert body waves again to shallow surface waves. The 
source dep t h of the earthquake is less important than for the flat-layered case 
in determining the duration of shaking and attenuation of peak amplitude 
with distance. Basins with sharp edges tend to generate some back-scattered 
surface waves; basins with gradual edges have negligible back-scattered energy. 
An e2rthquake to the south of the basins, which would correspond to an 
event on the Newport-Inglewood or Palos Verdes faults, shows significant 
differences in patterns of peak velocity and duration of shaking compared to 
an earthquake to the north, where the San Fernando quake was located. The 
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duration of shaking and peak ve locity for a given site varies between sources 
at the two different azimuths by up to a factor of two. 
A more systematic study of the effects of these basins on motions from 
earthquakes at various locations may be warranted. This study uses energy 
with 1-10 second periods, however, so some care must be taken to translate 
these results to the higher frequencies of interest to earthquake engineers. 
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Chapter 3 
Application to modeling the strong motions of the explosion Milrow 
3.1 Introduction 
The effect of shallow station st ru eture and lateral velocity variation are 
investigate d for records of the Amc'hi tka blast IvIilro\\,. The differences 
between the !yfeuller-g"furph~DK Heimberger-Hadley, and von Seggern-Blandford 
reduced disp lacement potent ial (HDP ) sou rce rep resentations are small com-
pared to the differences be,,'tecn usi ng yarious possib le velocity struc tures, 
3.2 Effects of laterally varying structures 
\Ve will use the corrected source of Section 1.7 to investigate the effect of 
st ructure on the records of an exp losion on Amchitka Is land, which is near the 
Aleutian Islands in the Pacifi c ocea n. Burdick E1y1U~F shows that t he records 
from the explosion Milro\\' for the sta tions shown in Figure 3,1 can be modeled 
fairly well with a laye red structu re. It is instructive to investigate the effect of 
several perturbations to the layered model by the FD method. 
First.. the FD method "'il h tllC' uncorrected explosive source of Section 1.2 
IS compared with the GRT plus modes resul ts and those of the w3venumber-
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FigUl'e :3.1 Locat.ion of t.he Amchit-ka nuclear test· ~lfiolys and of t.he near- field 
strong motioll in struments deployed. 
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Figure 3.2 Com par ison for layered velocity mode l listed in Table 1.2 of the resul ts 
from the generalized rays plus modes me thods, t he wavenumber int.egration method , 
and th e lJn it,e difTerence me t hod. The source time fun ct ion is rrom Heimberger and 
Ha.dle,· (1981) with corner frequ ency K = 9.0 Hz and overshoot pa.ramet.er B = 1.0. 
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The P-wave crustal model, given in Table 1.2 , consists of 9 layers derived by 
Burdick (1(18-1) by fine-tu ning t,he model proposed by Engdahl (H172). This 
model predicted the P-wave t ravel times \I'ell. The S-wave velocity structure, 
which is also given in Table 1.2. \I'as added to model the Rayleigh wave 
arrivals by Burdick (1118-1). The RDP (reduced displacement potential), which 
is a source time function, of Heimbe rger and Hadley (1981) is used. In this 
section, the corner frequency parameter. K, is set at 9 sec- i and the overshoot 
parameter B is set at a value of 1. 
The seismograms 5ho\I'll ill Figure 3.2 are synthet.ic velocity records for 
ranges of 6, 8, 10 and 12 km. Thi" spans the range of distances for which 
the re are records from Amchit ka. The "'aveforms of t he \VI and the GRT 
plus modes seismograms match for bot h the body and surface wave pulses and 
the relative amplitude and tim ing of the two methods agree. The waveforms 
of t,he body waves and the slll-face "'al'es match well between the FD and the 
\VI methods. The ampli t udes of the bod~D waves are too large relative to the 
surface waves for the FD met hod. This is an artifact of using a 2-D rather 
than 3-D "'ave equat ion, as discussed in Chapter 1.7. 
Orph al et al. (1970) displa~Ds geologic cross-sections from the blast to t he 
va rious stations, and reports densitK~· and shea r and compressional wave ve loci-
ties fo r rocks from Amchitka. The tll"O models tested below are plausi ble 
given t he available information about Amchitka structure. 
The effect of soft and hard rock sites as compared with the flat-layered 
model is investigated in Figure 3.:3 . The soft material has compressional wave 
veloc ity a: = 2.0 kill /sec, shear ,,'ave wlocity (3 = 1.0 km/sec, and density p 
= 1.8 g/ em 3, the hard materi al has n = '1.6 km /sec, (3 = 2.3 km /sec, and p 
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Figure 3.3 FD simulation of the effect of a soft rock site next to a hard rock site . 
Synthetic veloc ity seismograms at ranges of 7, 8, 10, and 12 km (h eavy lines) are com-
pared with those from th e fl at-layered model (light lin es). The soft and hard rock 
sites are at ranges of 7 and 8 km, respectively. Soft site material has c> of 2.0 km/ sec, 
f3 of 1.0 km / sec, and p of 1.8 9 / em 3, and hard site material has c> of 4.6 km / sec , f3 of 
2.3 km / sec, and p of 2.3 9 / em 3. Th e model is displayed above the traces and the 
layering is the same model desc ri bed in T able 1.2. 
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= 2.3 g/cm 3 , and the rest of the byer. which is 200 meters thick , has Q = 
3.4 km/sec, {3 = 1.7 km/sec . and P = 2.3 g/ em 3. The res t. of the layers are 
the same as those listed in Table 1.2. The amplitude at the receiver on the 
soft site is a factor of 1.'1 .5 larger than at the receiver in the same position in 
the plane-layered model. A simple conservation of energy argument, ignoring 
the transmision coefficient in to t.he slow layer. would predict an amplification 
of (v2 K;r;;F/Esl~F = 1.9, where v, is velocity and Pi is density, and 1 
refers to the slow medium and 2 refers to the t.op layer of the plane-layered 
model. \Vhen the loss in transmission into t.he slow material is considered, the 
observed amplification factor agrees \I'ith t he simple prediction. The particle 
motion is also more vertical than in the Oat-layered case for the receiver at 7 
km as the ray is more refracted due to the gl'eater velocity contrast. Rever-
berations and conversions in the slo\\" media may be seen 1 to 2 sec after the 
initial pulse. 
At the station on the faster material. the amplitude is smaller by a factor 
of 1.2 compared to the simple prediction of l A, before correction for transmis-
sion, so the estimate does not ,,"ork as well. Other factors, such as focusing, 
diffraction, and free-surface int.e raclion may be important. The direct waves 
and longer-period surface \I'aves appear unchanged at the ranges of 10 and 12 
km, which are beyond the local station structures. 
The best guess for the st ru cture between the blast and station M05 
inferred fnm Orphal et al. (19,0) is used to generate the comparison shown in 
Figure 3.4, where each lett.er is t. ra nsi>lted into media paramet.ers in T able 3.1. 
The same velocity model is used belo\\" the source as in the layered model, 
which results in simil ar waveforms ill t·he body-wave arrival. This similarity is 
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Figu re 34 FD simulation of the effect of the cross-section derived from Orphal et al. 
(1970) for stat ion M05. Synthetic velocity seismograms at ranges of 7, 8, 10, and 12 
km (heavy lines) are compared with those from the flat- layered model (light lines). 
The model is displayed above the traces, and the velocities and densities which 
correspond with the letters A-H are given in T able 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 : Velocities in faulted Amchitka model 
Letter P-wave Velocity S-wave Velocity Density 
(km/sec) (km/sec) 
A 3.4 1.7 2.0 
B 3.4 1.7 2.1 
C 3.7 1.9 2.1 
D 4.4 2.2 2.4 
E 4.6 2.3 2.5 
F 4.9 2.8 2.6 
G 5.1 2.9 2.7 
H 5.9 3.3 2.7 
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because the waveforms are quit e sensitive to t he stru ctu re where the rays bot-
tom. The ampli tudes fluct.uate b,' up t.o 2.5% on the ve rti cal component and 
by up to .50% on the radial component. About 30% more amplitude, which 
translates to 70% more energ,', is converted into the surface wave by the 
structures which dip down a"'a ,' from t.he source. This tendency of dipping 
layers to convert body wayes to surfa ce waves is examined above in Chapter 
2.2. Derivation of a relativel" detailed fl at-layered model as was done by Bur-
dick (198-1) may hel p to understand the wave propagation involved, but should 
not be taken to represent the detai led st ru cture of the earth. 
Shallow stru cture is seen to a lreeL t he amplitude of body Waves as well as 
surface waves. These effects a re diflicul t to model deterministically because 
the structures are poorlr known . Sha llow structure may well contribute to the 
misfit presented belo,,' betwee n t he s,'n t lwtic se ismograms and t he data. 
3.3 Effects of varying source models 
In this section we will show that rO\' the data we are using, structure has 
more effect in dete rmining the amp litudes and shaping t he waveforms than t he 
reduced displacement potential (RDP ) used. Several RDP functi ons have been 
proposed, but in this section " 'e will show that no one source model 
signifi cant Iy outperforms the othe rs for t he near-field body and surface waves 
in the case of the explosion ~1i lroDlDK The source of Heimberger and Hadley 
(IllS1) (H-H) ,,,as described aboYe. hu t the sourC'es of von Seggel'l1 and Bland-
ford (1972) (vS-B) and Meuller an c1 !\ [urphy (1971) (M-lvl) a re also frequent ly 
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used in the study of explosions. 
Von Seggern and Blandford (H)72 ) postulate a source given by 
w(t) = woo [l - e-/\" 111+102 t -If (1(' tf)] , (10) 
\\"here Woo is the source strength , ancl K' ancl B' are corner frequency and 
overshoot parameters similar to J{ and B in the H-H sOUl"ce. 
lvleuller and Murthy (1971) postu late a source most easi ly expressed as a 
com-ol ution (Barker et aI., 1085 ): 
1- ., 
w(t. ) = rr/ p - P (t) * F (t ) 
~ I' 
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where Y is the yield in ki lotons. h is the source depth, p is the density, Vp is 
the compressional wave vel ocit~·K anci A and It are Lame's constants. All 
parameters except the yield are in cgs units. 
The parame ters used for t he t hree sources are given In T able 3.2. The 
!v1-~1 source has no free pa rameters and the parameters for th e other two 
sources are determined from teleseismic body and surface waves by Lay et al. 
E19U~FK 
The fa r- field disp lacement time func-t.ions for the th ree sources are shown 
III Figure 3.5a. There is li ttl e difIeI"e nee between the t hree traces. The RDP 
functions are plotted in Figure 3.,:>b, and the level of th e perman ent offset, Woo 
is 1.4 X lOll for the j-j-H and vS-B sou rces and 2.4 x 1011 for the ]\1-111 source. 
Figure 3.5c shows the spectra of the displacement time histori es. The spectra 
are sim ilar except that the l\J-l\1 source has a higher long-period level, as is 
also seen in Figure 3.5b. 
The data are compared to FD seismograms computed for the 111-111, vS-B, 
and H-H sources in Figures 3.fl and 3.1. The FD seismograms are computed 
with the best guess of the structure from Orphal et al. (J 970) by the method 





































von Seggern - Blandford 
Mueller - Murphy 
Figure 3.5 Comparisons of the Heimberger-Hadley, Meuller-Murphy, and von 
Seggern-Blandford RDP functions. (a) shows the time derivative of the RDP , which 
is the far-field displacement time function for the 3 sources. (b) shows the RDP's of 
the 3 sources. The long-period asymp tote of the RDP is the <1>00 of the source. (c) 
shows the amplitude spectra of the far-field displacement time functions for the 3 
sources. The correct relative amplitudes are shown. The parameters used in the 
RDP functions are listed in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: RDP parameters 
HeImberger and Hadley (1981) source 
K=8.0 
B = 1.0 
Woo = 1.4 X 1011 
Von Seggern and Balndford (1972) source 
K I = .5.2 
B I = 2.5 
Woo = 1.4 X 1011 
Meuller and Murphy (1971) source 
y I = 1000 Kt 
h = 1200m 
Vp = 3.4 km/sec 
Vs = 1.7 km/sec 








Range = 8 km 
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of the HeImberger-Hadley , Meu ller-Murphy , and von 
Seggern-Blandford RDP fun ctions used with the model shown in Figure 3.4 and the 
record ed velocity data at a range of 8 km . The parameters used in the RDP fun c-














Figure 3.7 Comparison of the Heimberger-Hadley , Meuller-Murphy , and von 
Seggern-B! andford RDP functions used with the model shown in Figure 3.4 and the 
recorded velocity data at a range of 10 km. The parameters used in the RDP fun c-
tions are listed in Table 3.2. 
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are convolved with the FD impu lse responses to form the seismograms seen in 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7. 
The amplitudes of the FD seismograms are within 35% of the those of the 
data in all cases, and within 20:0 in eve ry case but one. The relative ampli-
tudes of the Rayleigh wave, \\'hieh is 5 seconds behind the direct arrival, vary 
even less than those of t he direct arrivals. This observation agrees with the 
spectra in Figure 3.o5c, where th cr'e is li ttle difference between the different 
sources. 
The fi t to the data is good. but the diIferences between the synthetics for 
the various sources are less than the difrerence between the data and any of 
the synthetics. T he difrerences between the data a,nd the synthetics are of 
about the same size as the diffe r'c il ces between the synthetics for different plau-
sible structures, which are sho\\' l1 ill Figu res 3.3 and 3A. Tilting laye rs which 
can trap a variable amount of ene rg,' and local receiver effects which amplify 
and de-amplify body-wave arri\"a ls appear as important as or more important 
in this case than differences in the source RDP. Detai ls of the structure must 
be better detennined before details of the sou rce time fu nction can be 
discovered. 
3.4 Conclusions 
Shallow stat ion st ructure and lateral velocity variations have considerable 
effect on t he synthetic records comp uted for the Amchitka blast Milrow. In 
fact, the velocity structure is shO\\"n to be as important as or more important 
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than the choice of source tim e funct ion parameterizat ion in determining the 
ground motion for the set of st rong-Illotion velocities , which are recorded at 
ranges of 6 to 12 km, that we examine in this chapter, 
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Chapte r 4 
Application to determine deep structure of subducting slabs 
4.1 Introduction 
T he question of whether subd ue-ling slabs penetrate the G50 km discon-
t inuity is of great concern to ea rth se-icnl isls. The most plausible theories of 
mantle convection have as end mcm hers t·he en t ire mantle overturning in a 
single layer of convection and ['1'0 or mOre chemically distinct layers of mantle 
convection sepal'ated by a bOll II (hll'.'· neal' Go:;O km depth. To discriminate 
bet,'l'een these t heories. researe- h has bt'cn done with Oow models, geoi d obser-
vat ions, and inversions for manl Ie ve locit)" models . The most detai led id eas 
about the geometry of sla bs ncar and below the 13.:;0 km discontinuity are 
emerging from t he study of tnlYcl time anomal ies from deep eart hquakes (Jor-
dan, 1£)77 , Creage r and Jordall. 1\J8·1. 108(3), Using shea r (Jordan. 19ii) and 
compressional (Creager and Jordan. 108·1. and Creager and Jordan, 1985) wave 
travel t ime anomalies as da ta . and models in which on ly temperature and the 
olivine - j3 spinel phase changes affcet. veloc it~· to constrai n the geometry of the 
slabs, the slabs are proposed to exle nd to a depths greatel' than 1000 km. 
Althcugh these studi es use onl~· trave l tim e data to constl'ain velocity 
models of subducting slabs. the llIock·1s have impl ications for ampli t ude and 
waveform effects of t he deep sl" bs. \\,ilh faste r computers and more advanced 
FD methods described in Chapter 1 and Clayton and Vidale, H)85, Vidale and 
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Clayton, 198G, t hese effects can be calculated. In this chapter, it is shown that 
slab structures can produce noticeable distortions of t he amplitudes and 
waveforms for te leseismic signals from deep earthquakes. It is important to be 
able to calculate the distortions d ue to a given slab structure, both to test 
hypotheses about slab structure and mineralogy and to separate the effects of 
slab geometry from t he effects of other lat eral velocity variations in the man-
tle, anisotropy, deform ation of the G50 km discontinuity and the possible effect 
of structure at the core-m ant le bound ary. It is important to realize that a 
high-velocity slab is an an t i-\\' aveguide. \\' aves are continuously refracted out 
of the slab, leading to waveform distortion and a reduction in amplitude. 
After explaining t he method, I will ill ustrate the wave-guide properti es of 
a high-velocity slab with an ext rem e case. Finally , I will show the effect of 
some realistic velocity st ructures on t he "'aveform and ampli t udes of signals 
from deep earthquakes. 
4.2 Waveform distortions predicted by published models 
We simulate t he teleseismic signals of earthquakes in slabs using a 
sequence of met hods. The fourth orel er 2-D acoustic (for P waves) 01' SH (for S 
waves) finite difference (FD) scheme of Clayton and Vidale (198G) is used in 
the v icinity of the slab. The source is either an isotropic explosion in the 
acoustic case or a ring torgue in the SH case. To keep the interpre tat ion as 
simple as possible, we do not in t roelu ce an earthquake source. , ,yit hin the FD 
grid, the seismic energy interact s with t he high-velueity slab. Although the 
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seismograms may be calculated "'it,hill the FD grid for distances up to 2000 
km [l'Om the source, the w3yeforms may appeal' quite different at teleseismic 
distances. To propagate energ~D to distances greater than 2000 km, we first 
record the motions on a surface within the FD grid. From this surface, the 
seismic energy is propagated b~D the l(irchhoff scheme of Stead and Heimberger 
(11)86) through a halfspace t.o a rec-einr 10,000 km from the source to allow 
the waveform to heal. Finally. the lin e SOurce seismograms are transformed to 
point SOurce seismograms by the line-to-point source mapping in Chapter 1. 
The SOUrce in this paper is plac-eel at, 515 km depth in the middle of the 
high-yelocity slab. The FD grid (,O\'crs an area from 400 to 1,'100 km depth 
and is 1600 km wide. The simul a ted teleseismic signals, then, are appropriate 
for energy that stays in the plan e perpelld icular to the strike of the subducting 
slab. Senral complexities are ignol'<'d. nay bending after t he seismic signal 
leaves t he FD grid is not includ ed: simila rly interact ions with the CMB and 
any triplicat ions due to gradients outside the FD grid a re not included in this 
analy·sis. I \\ish to isolate the eirec-ts of the slab. however. and these other 
effects may be included later b~D \\ 1(]3 methods, for example, once we under-
stand the effects of t he slabs. 
Discussion 
Consider how a subducting slab might act as a waveguide. or, more accu-
rate ly, as an anti-waveguide. A simple. but extreme model of a slab sur-
rounded by warmer and therefore 510" 'e r mantle material is a 80 km thick 
layer with compressional ",aYe yelocit~· of 10 km/sec surrounded on either side 
by t\W halfspaces with a vel oc- i t ~· of 0 km/sec. The resul ts of t he FD method 
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coupled with Kirchhoff method are shown in Figure 4.1. 
The effects of a high-velocity laye r at te leseismi c distances may be seen in 
Figure 4.1. For t he case of a receiver directly below a source (i = 0°) in a 
slab, the ini t ial arrivals with a take-off angle near the vertical dip angle of the 
slab have a reduced amplitude and an earlier arrival time than if the slab had 
not been present. The earlier arrival time is, of course, due to passage through 
higher-ve locity material. There are two mechanisms for ampli tude loss in pro-
pagation down a high-velocity slab. The first mechanism, which is acting in 
this example, is diffraction out of the slab. Since the velocity in the slab is fas-
ter than velocity in the surrounding material, the wavefront in the slab 
becomes separated from the wavefront in t he surrounding material. A sharp 
break in a seismic wavefront will tend to smear out as the wave propagates; 
this process may also be though t of as the break in the wavefront acting as a 
secondary source. The energy in the slab is then being drained out into the 
surrounding material as a diffracted wavefront. The longer the period of the 
energy, the more of the slab is within a wavelength or two of the edge of the 
slab, and the diffraction more rapidly drains the energy out into the surround-
ing medium. This process cannot be simulated with only geometrical rays. 
The second mechanism can be calculated with a ray-tracing scheme; 
amplitude loss can occur through defocusing as indicated by the divergence of 
geometric rays. This mechanism does not act here because the bottom of the 
slab is tid. If the source were high-frequency enough, there would be no 
significant decay in amplitude in this case , at least for rays that travel down 
the geometric center of the slab. Conversely, if the bottom of the slab had 
been curved, then the high-frequency energy would lose energy due to 
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Figure 4.1 P-wave displacement waveforms distorted by propagation t hrough a high 
velocity, isotropic slab. At small take-off angles, bo th the high-frequency, geometrical 
arrival and the non-geometrical lower-frequency arrival are visible . The model is 
shown in (a), with the source indicated by an asterisk. The receivers do not appear 
on this scale, but are in the direction indicated by I.he arrows at O· , 10' and 20', 
and are at a distance of 10,000 km. The seismograms are generated by a composite 
acoustic finite-difference and Kirchhoff method. The amplit.ud es relative to the 
seismogran,s for a uniform whole-space are printed above each trace. 
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defocusing. 
The longer-period pulse about 8 sec behind the first arrival in the seismo-
grams in Figure 4.1 results from long-period energy that travels in the slower 
surrounding media, and must diffract around the slab to reach the receiver. 
The second arrival has no analogue in the case where there is no slab. This 
pulse is not a geometrical arrival; this is clear if one considers the case of an 
infinitely thin , fas t layer. The first, geometrical arrival will travel within the 
layer for some distance, but wi ll have an infinitely small amplitude. Finite fre-
quencies will act as if the infini tely t hin laye r does not exist. 
As t he take-off angle increases. t he high-frequency arrival loses amplitude 
and precedes the second arri val by less time. At just past 20°, t he two 
a1'l'ivals merge as t he energy that trawls down the fast slab no longer precedes 
the energy that travels straight from t he source to t he receiver. At take-off 
angles greater than 25° , there is lit t le in the seismograms to indicate even the 
presence of a fast slab. 
Figure 4.1 serves primarily to show t he range of effects of a high-velocity 
slab; a more realistic structure is necessary to learn the effects we might expect 
to see in the Earth. The P-w ave ve locity model for the subducting slab in the 
Kurile-Kamchatka subduction zone for the depth rangeo of 400-1400 km taken 
fro111 Creager and Jordan (11)813) is shown in Figure 4.2. Creager and Jordan 
(1984) show much larger veloci ty anomalies for the slabs, but t hese results 
arise from errors in ray tracing (pe l's . comll1., Creager, 198(3). The results for 
the FD-Kirchhoff scheme are also shown in Figure 4.2. The travel times are 
up to 3 sec early. The ampl itudes for se ismic energy wi t h a take-off angle 
directly down the s lab are reduced by a factor of 2 relative to the case wit h no 
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anomalous slab. The waveform is broadened by up to 5 sec by interaction 
with the fast slab. 
This amount of distortion may be noticeable in the data, but the distor-
tions in the S-waves are likely to be greater. Observations on mineral samples 
show that temperature induced relatiYe changes in shear velocity are about the 
same as relative changes in compressional velocity (Sumino and Anderson, 
1984). On the other hand, lateral velocity variat ions in the mantle generally 
show 0 In V, about 20 In Yp (e.g., Doyle and Hales, 1967, Anderson, 1986). A 
common physical explanation is that the shear modulus varies much more 
than the bulk modulus. If lateral velocity variations are primarily due to 
changes in the shear modulus, the percentage variation in S-wave velocity 
would be about twice that of the P-wave velocity. 
I construct the S-wave velocity structure of the slab by multiplying the 
percentage anomaly from Creager and Jordan's (11)85) model shown in Figure 
4.2a by 9/4 and superimposing this on the mantle structure from PREM 
(Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). The result is shown in Figure 4.3a. Several 
alternative geometries for slabs have also been proposed. Hager (1986) finds 
that if the lower mantle has a viscosity 100 times larger than the upper man-
t le, the slab flares outward as it sinks into the lower mantle. A simple flaring 
model is shown in Figure 4.3b, where at 1200 km depth, the slab has a width 
of about 500 km rathe r than 200 km as in Figure 4.3a. Creager and Jordan 
suggest that a 500 km width is less likely than a 200 km width, however, the 
sensitivity of travel time anomalies to the width of the slab is not well esta-
b li shed. 
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Figure 4.2 P-wav e displacement waveforms distorted by propagation through a ther-
mal model of the P-wave velocity structure of subducting slabs. This model is taken 
from Creager and Jordan (1986) for the slab in the Kurile-Kamchatka subduction 
zone. Th e seismograms are computed at a range of 10,000 km for take-off angles 
ran ging from 0' to 40'. The dotted seismograms are calculated from a model wi th no 
slab velocity anomaly. Prin ted above each trace is th e amplitude ratio of the seismo-
grams affected by t he slab to the seismograms with no slab. Lateral veloc ity varia-
tions are assu med to depend on ly on the temperature variations. 
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Jeanloz and Knittle (HJ8(;) 8nd others argue that layered convection is 
occurring. If there is a large enough in trinsic density contrast. between the 
upper and lower mant le , the slabs cannot penetrate the lower mantle as is 
indicated by the geometries in Figures 4.:3a and 4.3b. If they did, the upper 
and lower mantles would be thorough I)' mixed by now. The smoothed results 
from Creager and Jordan (198(;) mateh well t he smoothed pattern of trave l 
time anomalies, so if slabs only extend to 5·50 km , the ve locity anomalies must 
be stronger than indicated in Figure 4.:3a to produce the same amount of 
trave l t ime anomaly from a shor ter tran·l path in the anomalous slab. Ande r-
son (HJ8(;) finds that it is likel)' t l1>1\ the slab is composed of ilmenite minerals 
(the cold, high-pressure forms of enstat-ite. diopside, and garnet) below 400 km 
depth, which would be 10-20S(, faster t han the surrounding mantle. Also, the 
short slab ,\"ould have to be 1 iJ inner l han t he long slab to produce even 
approximatel)' the same residual sphere. at least in the isotropic case. Figure 
4.3c shows such a short. thin and anomalously fast slab. 
The seismograms from the models in Figure 4.3a, 4.:3b, and 4.3c are 
shO\\"n in Figures 4.4a, 4.·1b. and ·1.·le. The "trim" slab derived from Creager 
and Jordan's (HJSG) model strongl)' ane-cls the seismograms. The amplitude of 
the traces where the lake-off angle is slraighl down the slab are a factor of 
three lower than for the case ,,'it,ll no slab. The waveforms are broadened up 
to 20 sec by the non-geometrical arriva l late in t he record. The fl aring slab 
a lso proddces an long-period bump. though of smaller amplitude than the trim 
slab. The amplitude anomaly is st ill a factor of 2.5 for the flaring slab. The 
thin slab has such a narrow "-ave gu ide that the arrival begins gradually and 
even the upswing is broadened. T he amplitude anom al)· is again a factor of 
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Figure 4.3 Possible isotrop ic S-wave velocit.y struct.ures for subducting slabs. (a) 
shows a s t. ruc t. ure similar to Figure 4.2a, but with twice the percent.age anomaly as 
t he P-wave slab model. (b) shows a model of a slab that flares out as it. sinks deeper 
in the lower mant.le. (e) shows a slab that ends at a 700 km depth , but has a 20% 
veloc ity anom aly in its cent.er. This short , fast slab is also on ly half as wide as the 
slab in (a). 
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Figure 4.4 SH displacement waveforms distorted by propagation through the 3 
models of the S-wave velocity structure shown in Figure 4.3. The seismograms are 
computed at a range of 10,000 km for take-off angles ranging from 10' to 40' . The 
dotted seismograms are calculated from a model with no slab velocity anomaly. 
Printed "bove each trace is the amplitude ratio of the seismograms affected by the 
slab to the seismograms with no slab. The take-off angle of i = 20' corresponds to 
rays taking off directly down dip. 
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2.5, and the broadening is agai n up to 10 sees. 
These results suggest that t ilt' anomalous effects of t he slab would be 
sp read over a range of 20-30° in take-off ang le. A carefu l analysis of F igure 
4.4 shows t hat, as one expects, the flared slab produces a wider band of fast 
arrivals than the t rim slab. The figu re also suggests. however, that the best 
discriminant between t he slab models is t he waveform and amplitude data. 
S-waves may determine slab st ruc tu re bet.ter than P-w aves because the S-wave 
veloc ity anomali es are probably large r, as mentioned above. P-waves, how-
ever, have the advantage tha t Q has less efrect. 
Broadening of the S-\\'a\'e displac'ement pulses of up to 20 sec has been 
observed for seismic signals [1'0 111 deep ea rthquakes by Silver and C han (1985). 
His observations have an az imuth and range that suggest the se is mic ene rgy 
took off [ rom the source along the slab . Sih-er and Chan 's (1985) data varies 
more rapid ly with takeoff a ngle t han 1 he synthetic seismograms generated in 
t his paper, suggesting that his 1l1'C.>adcned waveforms a re the result of some 
structure closer to t he st at ions th an the slab_ Beck and Lay (1985 ) examined 
numerous Sand ScS records from decp earthquakes at various azimuths and 
fail ed to see a system atic pattern or " 'ave[orm b roa.dening. 
4 .3 Conclusions 
The effects on waveform an d <" l11p litude of competing isotropic models for 
the velocity st ructure in (.he area or su bduct ing slabs may be ca.lculated_ Th e 
anomalous features of these m odels are o[ an observable magnit ude_ 
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The anomalous features a re of th ree kinds. First. the faster material in 
t he slab advances t he arrivals that I('aye t he source region in the plane of the 
slab, as has been noted previousl~D (e.g . Sleep, 1\)73, Jordan, 11l77). This 
feature can be most easily investigated by ray-tracing. Second , the faster 
mate rial in the slab tends to defocus e nbDrg~D leaving the source region in the 
plane of t he s lab. This anoll1al~D can also be investigated by ray-tracing, 
although smooth models would be required and t he results from standard ray-
tracing are only correct for infinite frequency. Third, the waveforms of energy 
that leaves t he source region in this di rection can be distorted, with emergent 
first arrivals and long-period. late dill'ra cted arrival, which can make the full 
waveform appear as a broadened pulse rather than simply the source time 
fun ct ion con\'o lved with a Q operator as it would if the re were no structure. 
Some t~Dpe of full \I'ave theory is requ il'cd to properl~D reproduce these effects. 
\Ve have developed a scheme th at eom bines an FD algorithm with a Kir-
chhoff surface. and can properly treat a ll three of the above features. \ Ve do 
not a.ddress the t ravel time anoma lies, as t hey are investigated else\l'here 
(Creager and Jordan, 1\)8(;) . In genera l. thinner slabs of a given length pro-
duce more waveform broadening and sma.ll er amplitudes for signals that leave 
the source region in the plane of the slab. Amplitude anomalies a re more sen-
sitive to details in the structure, but" for the structures used in t his note, are 
large enough to be observable. 
In a preliminary comparison \rith t,he fini te-difference-Kirchhoff synt hetic 
seismograms, a profile of long-period \ \"\ \'SSN records shows no obvious effect 
of the s labs (Vidale and Heimberger. UJ8()). Also, we see no obvious difference 
between record sect ions along t he s trike of t he Kurile Islands slab and record 
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sections perpendicular to t he s tri ke. This suggests th at t he slab becomes 
thicker with depth or the slab yeloc ity anomaly is less than has been proposed. 
Reconciliation of the amplitude. waveform distortion, and timing of body 
waves from deep events is necessar,· to understand the geometry of slabs near 
and below the 550 km discontinuit,·. Anisotropy near the source can also give 
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